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The problem and purpose of this thesis is to discover the
various ideas which the pre-exilic literary prophets held in
regard to peace. It also seeks to trace, in so far as is pos-
sible, any development of these ideas during the period of the
pre-exilic literary prophets.
j
In regard to the limits which we have placed upon this
I
study, we have confined ourselves to the pre-exilic literary
prophets, a limitation which is self-explanatory. The problem
I'
;l
of limits, however, is not as simple as it appears, because mod-
i
I
em scholarshin has questioned and in many instances rejected
!l
as exilic or post-exilic material found in the books of the pre-
II exilic prophets. In these instances we have not considered it
; pa rt of our problem to give detailed considera.tion to the criti-
I
cal problems involved, '^e have attempted to find the consensus
'of modem scholarship and abide by its decision. Only passages
j
generally accepted as the authentic work of the prophet to whom
1 •
I
i they are attributed ha.ve been considered.
In view of the traditional belief that the book of Ezekiel
comes from the land of exile, it seems necessary at this point
to justify our consideration of the first twenty-four chapters
lof this book in our study. Until 1900 the traditional view was
not seriously questioned, and there is still much to be. said
j
|for it. It is essentially the view that Ezekiel was a young
priest who was carried into Babylon in the first exile in 597 B.





prophetic activity. This view \7as held by Davidson, writing in
i896,^ by Budde, writing in 1899,^ by Comill, writing in 1904,^
by Redpath, writing in 1907, by Robinson, writing in 1918,^ by
]
Bewer, writing in 1922,^ and by Cooke, writing in 1936.'^ It is
[to be expected that the earlier writers mentioned would support
i
^he older traditional view, but when we find a writer of as re-
I
I
[cent date as Cooke, wh'' carefully weighs the newer theories,
supporting essentially the old view, we must realize tha.t the
natter is by no means settled.
Turning to the other side of the argument, we find that
the traditional view of Ezekiel has been seriously questioned.
I*
Ifiemann, writing in 1908 and again in 1924, argues that the book
icannot be thought of as a unity, but must be taken as a collec-
ition of sermon notes edited first by Ezekiel, and since worked
o
over by several hands. H6'lscher, writing in 1924, denies to
I
Ezekiel all except passages which he recognizes as poetry, al-
ii
lowing in all some 250 verses,^ Torrey, writing in 1930,
i*
jfcrought forth the theory that the original author came from the
J
reign of Manasseh, but that the book as we have it is largely
1 f&vidson. The Book of the Prophet Ezeki el
. p. xvil.
2 Budde, Religion of Israel to the Exi 1 e
, p. 199.
3 Ccmill (trans. by CorkronTT The Prophets of Israel
, p. II 5 .
,4 Redpath, The Book of the Prophet Ezekiel
, p. xi.
5 Robinson. Prophecy and the Prophets
. p. 146.
6 Bewer, The Literature of the Cld Testament in its Historical
» Development
. p. lS9.
7 Cooke. A Critical and Exeget leal Comm entary on the Book of
Ezekiel
, p. xxxiii.
8 Hermann, as cited by Harford, Studies in the Book of Ezekiel,
pp. 9ff.
9 Htflscher, as cited by Harford, op. clt., pp. 13 ff.
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the work of the third century, to which time he assigns the
"fiction” of the exile. Dr. James Smith, writing in 1931,
i brought forth the theory thet Ezekiel's prophecies were spoken
in Palestine during the reign of Manasseh, and that they were





dons the exilic framework of the book. Much of the first
twenty-four chapters are Ezekiel's, but are addressed to the
I
I
'people of ‘Jerusalem. The Babylonian framework in these chapters
is the work of a later hand. Of the remainder of the book,
chapters 33-39 may come from Ezekiel, having been spoken in the
j
exile. The view of Hemtrich has been accepted almost in its
I




With the traditional view of Ezekiel so questioned, and in
I
I
light of this new view which makes the first twenty-four chap-
I
jters come from Jerusalem before the fall of the city, and in
j
light of the fact that even according to the more traditional
view these chapters come from before 556 B.C. (though, according
!
I
to this view, from Babylon), we feel obligated to consider these










10 Torrey, as cited by Harford, op. cit,, pp. 21ff.
j
11 Smith, James, as cited by Harford, op, cit., pp. 27f.
i 12 Hemtrich, as cited by Harford, op. cit., pp. 28ff.
1
13 Harford, op. cit., pp. 54ff.
14 Leslie, Brief Outline and Bibliography for the La.ter Pro -
phets (Mmeograph), p. 1.
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.1 ,q , Tijq 8 o^'ioiM) 9d9-o*'g
view of peace in prophetic thought by analysing the writing of
each prophet for his views concerning peace and war, classifying
I
such passages in accordance \7ith the ideas v/hich they involve.
I
!
In interpreting these passages we have sought to use not only
!
the context in which they occur, but also the help of modem
t
!
scholarship by using commentaries and by comparing various
j
I I




sought to unify the material to discover the fundamental ideas
,
revealed and the development that took place in the prophetic
"




All the quotations from the Bible which are used in this
[




An American Translation , edited by J. M. Po^^ds Smith,
|j
and published by the Chicago University Press in 1935»
I!
^0 Si.!i£;\iX3fis xd oXi^riqoTq nl ^os»q >o we Xv
nlylieasiD ,»ijaw ban eoaaq .^fiXmsonoo s^•oXY e ir( X©ffqo*rq rfo.=»
.ovXovni ^er{^ lioirft" e^bt ©rfX ri^fiw ooffsb’^oooje nl aegceneq rfoue
yXno ^ofi ©et/ oX crrfjroa ©vsrl ©w BeseasBq ©S9tf,t nl
meftoo “io qXs/f ©il^ oelB Xud ,iuooo Y©rf‘^ rioXrlw nX rfxsXnoo erfX
euoXnsv srjttsqraoo Y'X a9X'iBd“rfe*iT'Troo ^nXau v/J qlrianfiXorioB
svari ew .^ev^ua iQoXaoXonortrfo orfj shIj^bid .8noISefsn^4
8 *60 X laJnetvabiiiA odS levooelb oit laJneSfm ©rfX v;'llnw o& Xn'suca
olS9r<qmq ©ri^ ni ecBXq 2I00J itsriX XrrercqoXova?) bns belseve'i
.boXnreq oXXixe-eiq erlX arrX'iuO ©oaeq ^0 Xffaucff.t
airf^ nl 598U 9TB rfoMw sXdXa ©dX mor'i anoint scfouc ©rlX XXA
blO edT ci-yil ©ra 5©XX&eTo eeXwrsriXo Xon ers rioMw 5ris 'jbtjrfa
d&Jt3!^‘ BJtwoa .M .1 x<^ beiib9 . froX^^XerrarT rrjso Xr© niA nA ,
i
frotPcXeeT
.?c^X nl 889Ta vXXeTSvXnU os-soXdO' ©d^ jbsdeXJcfuq bna
J1
CHAPTER I. THE TERl SHALOM
!
The first essential to an understanding of peace in the
.thought of the pre-exilic prophets is to grasp the fundamental
jmeaning of the word which these writers used for "peace". It is
true thet in our later considerations we will find it necessary
'
I
to deal with many passages in which that term does not appear,
|
chiefly because of the very broad connotations of our term l
j





Shalom is a late, or new, Hebrew word with a root meaning
|
to be complete or sound . Something of its force and meaning is
i
i
jindicated by the way this root found expression in related Ian- !
I
guages. In Phoenician it carried the meaning compl ete
.
requite .
In Ara.bic this root expressed ^ sa f
e
.




resip;n or submit oneself (especidlly to God, whence
I 1
the words Muslim and Islam), safety
.
security . Assyrian words




welfare . Aramaic words using this root connotate ^
|
l^omPlete
. peaceful , safe, security , welfare . Old Aramaic used
[this root in words meaning reward, repay , submission . In
!' 1lEthiopic this root expressed security, peace.
!! 1
i; It is evident from the above that one of the fundamental '
i'
Concepts carried by this root is that of wholeness or compl ete-
i'
^ess. Thus Shalom as a masculine noun has as its first meaning
'completeness . and its related verb has as its primary mea.ning
j






eii.t rfJt eoasq lo 3f;i5ffsJ-Bi5bf:u ne o& XJBl^neaae cI-stII erfT
•»
9rf^ q’Esri^ el eJ-eriqcnq ollixe-siq lo ^rf^uorf.t]
5l .tl .'‘90i»q” 'lo'i f)98L? sssrfj- ilcXrfV; Jb^o"W 9^fX 1o gnlnsefii
^'jpaBecien bfin IJaw ew affoid'BiebXerf.'io tuo nl
^Tssqqs :fon aeob cTCSit J’Bfld’ riolilw eesBaasq •^^rr.am rf^Xw ipob
snei 'tuo *^0 enoi.tB^orrcoo bsmcf vt9v ocl^ 'to eeusoecf ^TleWc
firce^ 9ffX *to 3rriJi?rrB;tB'i95nu ns rfcMw itaufr: 9 W ^tpd ‘*,903sq*'
.ioXbKS
gninsetJ! iocfi s rivtXT.’ blow waicfsH ,wen no , 9 ^sl s ai n:>rj^s
J
?.l 3rr!ns9in 5iss eo'ro^ sXi Jo snirf^etnoS . bnc/c B 'lo o^Blqivno od
. {
-rrsl be^slsi nt oolBeenqro bcnjoJ foon eJWX v;bw 9xfJ v.d bo f ?>o Ibn
^
.edlupen ,9XeIq<!?.o.o Rn/neem orftf ^slnnBO nsXoineorfT nl .esgsii^iwmnr
^
. Xl u.6‘: fgfy;l ^onuopa . oJbb. ed f>9B89^qxe rfoort airit oldmA rfl
eoneriw ,5oD TjUfeXosqae) Jtozon o SlixSjJS no rr^^iee^t .^®vo gjTaoi
eb'iow neJi^veeA . yXiinuosB .
y
Jel sa ,(rrslal brfs s.btow 9rf.t^
.f)enn Bffrru ^ gn-nfion: erfcf- bel'n^o ;foo^ airiX uimJ bov tnob





besu oXsoj-'-yjA 5/0 b1 .Tew ^ ydlntsooB se . inJoo^eci .o to J ggoe
*
. fro/r'iB/iTxfua « vsqe^ , 5^gr-eT: anlnssr ab^row ni ^oorc a/rfd
^. aoBeq , y,ti:*i!J09e 5eaa9/qx9 ifoo^. aldd oicioJfiS^
IsSnoz!Bbnf/i edS Jo one ^odj evoefa srf^ coot:^ drebive EJt dl
-adsrrnjoo 'lo saaneJoriv; dsrfd eb dom eldJ yef be/'T'iBO eJ'qsonoe
gn/a.69ir adi as asri nuon eni/uoBJBm b as groliffe atfriT .aseii
od gjciJtnser '{'isoil^q ail as ssri cf*i9V baiales ail 5ns , e eonsioi^/^j;








be corgplete « finlshed « or ended.^ This same meaning is carried
I
hy a corresponding adjective which may be used in describing
Just weights, whole stones, ora full and abundant reward.
^ This wholeness expressed by slialom may simply mean the phy- I
I
sical wholeness or health of the individual. An example of the
use of Shalom as indicating the wholeness of physical health is t
found in the rejoicing of the sick roan who is healed. Thus when
Hezekiah recovers from his illness he praises Yahweh: ”My bit- !
terness was healed to shalom ” (Is. 58:17),^
The unit of wholeness is not necessarily confined to the
individual, shalom was used to designate the state of peace ex-
isting in the various wholes to which the individual belonged,
|
Of special importance are the family, the town, and the nation. '
Peace consisted in the blessing of communal solidarity, whether *
I
that community be the family centering in the father, the town I
j
sentering in the elders, or the nation centering in the King.^
I
I
Closely related to the fundamental meaning of wholeness is i
^larmony. For where there is "totality" in a community, there is ^
|iarmony. In such a community the blessing flows freely among
|
fthe various members.^ The place of harmony in the concept of
,
peace may be illustrs.ted bv the family. The peace relationship
3-n the family was perhaps the most intimate of all the Hebrew
jrelationships, its dissolution meant the ruin of life. This
2 Brown, Driver, and Briggs, A I^ebrew and English Lexicon of
the Old Testament
. pp. 1022f.
5 Seders en, Israel, Its Life and Culture, p. 311.
Ibid., PP. '3l4f.
$ Ibid., pp. 275f.
p Ibid., pp. 263f.
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.•ijiT ’:J (T 0 B3 & a/ beaij od doldv ^vl.^09(,b.e an?!)ncq'>et"'oo s yd
jf
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.
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eX ©nerfX »yXXriL/n:Poo i nX "yXXXp-XoX** eX errorfX enOAV? no*? .yiTom^id
^noc;.^ 'Ces.nt awoXt ^nXafeeXd <^:fx yX frr».»n?fr’oo ^ rfoira nl .yrrofri^d
•s
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I
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3peace rested on a common will and a common responsibility, in
7
Short, on hamony. Not only in the family, but in all other
li
|i phases of life, to act in peace was to act in harmony with those
I 8
: with whom one had to deal.
j
In our survey of the meaning of the root of shalom . we
noted that in Assyrian and Aramaic this root carried the meaning
' of welfare. This same meaning is carried by the Hebrew shalom
when it is used to indicate welfare, prosperity, and freedom
g
fir>m anxiety. The significance of this element of welfare and
I' blessing: in shalom is demonstrated by the fact that *'shalom to
iyou” was the usual greeting both at meeting and parting. In
this greeting the Hebrew gave a blessing which meant well-being
|i
!for the other and established a community between the two which
1 ]_Q
!at least meant inviolability. V/hen a man was about to set out
I
ion a Journey, the expression ”go in peace'* was used, implying
I
jthat everything v/as as it ought to be, that those left behind
jwere in harmonv with him, and that his Journey wa.s to be suc-





The significance of shglom as welfare is Indicated by the
!fact that peace and blessing are so closely united that it is
12Impossible to separe.te them. If one ha.d peace, he had
7 Ibid., pp. 27^f.
8 Ibid., p. 278.
.9 Brown, Driver, and Briggs, op. cit., p. 1023. See also Smith
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. p. 304.
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11 Ibid., p. 312.
i'12 Ibid., p. 311.
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complete harmony ?nd happiness, and could wish for no more in
life. As such a blessing it is a positive force and comprises
all that the Israelite understood by "good" and "joy."^^
Another indication of the way in which welfare and prosper
ity were signified by shalom is found in the close relationship
between that term and fertility. If the family enjoyed peace
it enjoyed fertility within itself so that it might never die
out. It also enjoyed fertility in its fields and vineyards so
14
that it had an abundance of the material blessings of life.
Our survey of the related words in other languages showed
!
that they carried in almost every instance the idea of security
t
I
This same meaning is carried by shalom . This security, however
i in old, fighting Israel was limited to a mutual security among
' 15
those who lived in pea.ce. Thus peace as security was not
I i
necessarily the opposite of war. There were friends and there
were enemies, and peace consisted of mutual security among
I
friends and victory over one’s enemies. Peace with one’s
'enemies consisted in rendering them Impotent and was thus iden-
17
' tical with domination.
I An important aspect of the concepts involved in the terra
1
' shalom is indicated b;r its close relationship to b^rTth
.
the
word for "covenant." The words are of different origin, but
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>
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5interchangeably, and where it does not appear in the context, we
often cannot grasp the distinction between them, b^rfth is more
commonly used of a community entered into by unrelated persons,
but this is because there is more reason to refer to this type
of peace relations. The two words are also frequently used to-




The making of a peace or covenant was followed by an ex-
change of gifts. These gifts were not only an outcome of the
covenant, but served also to strengthen it. The power of the
gift to make peace is indicated by one of the terms used to
designate it, shalmonlm
.
which is obviously related to shalom .
An extension of this idea into interna tional realms implied that
commercial intercourse and the exchange of cultural character-
istics were necessary between peoples who were at peace one with
21
another.
The covenant aspect of the term shalom is also Indicated by
the fact that this term is used to designate a covenant rela-
22
tionship with God,
We find, then, that the prophets inherited in their term
for peace a word which involved the concepts of wholeness, har-
mony, welfare, security, and the covenant relationship. We now




19 Ibid. p. 296
20 Ibid. P. 302
21 Ibid. P. 293
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peace had in prophetic thought. In this survey we shall think
I
of peace not only as expressed by the term shalom
.
but also with,
regard to that very important concept which we have included in
our idea of peace, i.e., as the opposite of war.
I
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The term s ha lorn is not used in the extant writings of the
! T
ifirst of the literary prophets. All that we can learn of Amos'
^thought of peace we must learn from those passages in which he
1
jdeals with war, paradoxical as this may seem.
Amos was neither soldier nor statesman, but prophet. He
made no suggestions concerning fortifications or armaments, nor
'Idid he attempt to shape the political policy of the state. We
i,
Ido not even know whether he regarded Jeroboam's state policy as
I
I
Wise or foolish. Rather, he concerned himself chiefly with the
moral condition of the nation, holding that only by every man
dealing justly with his neighbor could the state be strong.^ He
saw Yahweh as a God of righteousness who would punish Israel for
its moral faults. This punishment is variously represented, as
plague, earthquake, or eclipse, but it is most frequently repre-
sented as the overrunning of Israel in battle.^ Amos never names
|l
Yahweh s agent, but it seems probable that he thought 'of Assyria




1 Young, Analytical Gonco rdance to the Bi ble
, p. 736.
2 Batten, The Hebrew Prophet
, pp. 198f.
5 Gripps, A Critical and Exegetical Commenta ry on the Book of
Amos
. pp. 08f f
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4 Smith, H. P.
,
The Religion of I s ra el
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p. 130; Driver, The Books of Joel and Amos , p. 104;
' Smith, G. A., The Book of; the Twelve Prophets
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vol. I, pp.
' 111, 178; Robinson, The Decline and Ball of the Hebrev/ Kingdom
i p. 119; Harper, A Critical and Exegetical~^ommentary on Amos
' and Hosea
. pp. 157, 167. Holding that Amos had no thought of
Assyria as Yahv/eh's agent is Smith, J. M. P.
,
The Pro Phets and
I Their Times, pp. 52f.
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M
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8JudgTient is found in Amos 5:18-27 where the prophet deals with
the popular concept of the Day of Yahweh. The people had
thought of this day as one of crisis when Yahweh would v/ork for
'them a final victorv over their adversaries. But Amos holds
thpt instead this day, if the people continue in their present
!dis regard of their mora.l obligations, will be a day of misfor-
jtune on which He will exile Isra.el "beyond Damascus.
!
i
we turn now to a review of the various ora.cles where Amos
I
I




The first such oracle is found in Amos 2:13-16 where the
I
jPicture is of a terrible military disaster which will ere long
!
1
overtake the nation, in which the bravest will flee in panic.




"Behold, I am going to make a groaning under you,
j
As a wagon groans that is loaded with sheves."
I
has sometimes been interpreted as refering to an earthquake, but
Harper is probably correct when he finds nothing suggesting an
earthquake in this verse. As he points out, the prophet's mind
is filled with war, and the groans which come from the threshing
i!
floor under the weight of the threshing sledge is a suitable
p
eomparison for the gi?oans of men in time of v;ar.
j
In 3:11 Amos ends a prophecy of doom with the picture of a
I gfoe (not an affliction) surrounding the land and plundering the
!5 Cripps, op. cit., p. 193.
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r
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In we get a picture of the "cows of Bashan, " as Amos
M
termed the ladies of Samaria, being forced, to leave the city
through breaches made in the walls by the foe.^*^ They are not
escaping as fugitives through breaches made for escape, but are
being carried away captive by the enemy.
i So far in these passages Amos has been talking about a war
which is to be brought against Isra.el in the future, but in A:10
we find past wars interpreted as the judgment and the act of
12
Yahweh. The reference to Egypt is probably a later note, as
I
is the phrase "Together with your captured horses; but we
I
feel that Cripps goes too far in saying that any allusion to any
14
slaying with the sword is out of place in this verse. The
prophet does not have in mind any particular battle such as the
slaughter by Hazael and Benhadad in the reign of Jehoahaz, but
IB
rather to the whole of the long Syrian conflict.
In 5:3 we have a picture of a city with ninety per cent of
its warriors destroyed. V/hiie Hobinson points out that because
I
they are mentioned as men of military power it does not neces-
sarily follow that they are to be destroyed by war,^^ we feel
that the tone of the preceding verses justifies Butten’.Tieser *s
view, that this is a picture of defea.t in battle which but ten
10 Driver, op. cit.. p. 168.
11 Harper, op. cit.. pp. 87f.










15 Harper, op. cit.. p. 100.
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jl
IT per cent of the army survives.
I
6:l4 gives a picture of punishment at the hands of a nation
I
which the Lord is raising up against Israel. The Hebrew here
(
I
uses an idiom which indicates that the punishment is imminent,
I
I
' but it is to be noted that here the "affliction" carries with
I
it no idea of captivity. The "nation" is not named here, but
I it is Assyria.
!
jj
"A Declaration of War" is the term applied to 7i7-9 by
' 20
G-. A, Smith. In this oracle Israel is measured by the plumb-
line, is found wanting, and doomed. The destruction "with the
I




vader, most likely the "nation" of 6:l4. It should be noted
I
I
that the destruction of Israel is here pictured as climaxing in
' 2 ?the destruction of the djmasty of Jeroboam.
! The conflict of Amos with Amaziah, related in 7:10-17,
II
gives us another picture of the judgment of Yahweh being visited
||by war. This passage, unlike the rest of Amos, is in pure prose
and it is the only section in which the prophet is refered to in
ijthe third person, pointing to the fact that it was not written
Ii
!
by Amos, but the passage bears signs of being a true account of
the actual facts. The judgment of Amaziah includes only
17 Buttenwieser, The Prophets of Israel
. p. 216.
18 Cripps, op. cit., p. 216.
19 Harper, op. cit., p. 157, see also Robinson, op. cit., p.
119.
20 Smith, G. A., op. cit., vol. I, p. 111.
21 Driver, op. cit., p. 209.
22 Harper, op. cit., p. 167.
23 Cripps, op. cit., pp. 227ff.; see also Smith, G. A., op.
cit., vol. I, p. 69.
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incidents usual to the sack of a city in that time, and is not a
I
ispecial threat against the priest, but a repetition of Amos’
jprediction of the fall of the nation with the assurance tha.t
I o2i
Amaziah shall see it.
I PR
I In Amos 9:7-8 we get what most scholars ^ believe to be the
I
I
last of authentic Amos material. Here we get an assurance that
Israel will, because of her sin, be treated like the other na-








iverse 10 is also to be counted as genuine, this destruction is
!'
l!to be by war.
I
j




tion by war as one, and indeed, the major, method by which Yah-
I
27
weh would punish his people. Contrary to many modem prophets,;
he regarded war as a. means of producing a more sever, humble,
I !
and religious attitude among those upon whom it is afflicted.
J
I




'.punishment upon his people, that his concept was that of a just,
I PQbut not an ethical God. ^Thile we may feel that Barton’s judg-
ii
ment is a bit harsh, we must admit that Amos does not think of
I
IjPeace as an ideal which God strives to maintain, but rather
I
|i
1^4 Smith, W. R.
,
op. cit., pp. 124f.
|25 Cripps, op. cit., pp. 264f.; Robinson, op. cit., p. 106;
Harper, op. cit., pp. 195f»; and also Wellhausen, Cheyne,
and G. A. Smith.
26 Cripps, op. cit., pp. 264 ff.
i27 Peters, The Religion o f the Hebrews
. p. 212.
28 McFadyen, The Message of I s ra el
. p. 117.
29 Barton, The Religion of I s ra el
. p. 98.
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3 fnn ai bn.5 ,9rrf^ t-.l to b lo Aobu arf^ o^- Xaoeu aJrreotowX
' B07.A 'to fioi^ictoqs^ 8 ^ud litael-iq eri& (tcrrXs^s XB©Td^ Xsioeqe
^sd+ 90fi.s^L'^3 9 9xIJ ifxfjtw nolxter! edit *^o IIS'! srf^ ^o ;ir.
.tari.J eon3^^ufl?B r.B is^ ew . *eX»t9iflin eomA otiaertiuQ *^o (te^T
-sn 9rio 9J[1X ecT ^rr^e rxerf 'to sauflOscT ,XXiw XeiWRl
;ton 9’iB 9W ^ucf ,T9ri a^l.qv^a rroJJ^OLrr :f8e& 9^elqiroo f>rra ,Pr:oM
,89velX9Cf sqqi'rC! 3s ,11 .no Jd’OLrKteo"'^ elrfct *to ^o^^^ofTr ©rfcf rotf
Bt nottou'itB^b Btiit .©nionos as beiffyuoo ©cf od’ ooXs ei O' ©onev
-oirr.tBQb bob'! 93eT[ 8 0oA n^sfo eX cti es^sPSBq ©aarf^t rrcn'?
|
-rial rioXdv.* yX bodX©fr t'tof.Bc edX ,b©ebnX bna ^eno as tsy/ yX noX*
,©IXrptjd ,T 0voa ©nofi: js gn^ouftonq 'to snaetn s as new bs&'rs^ieT ©ri
.OaXoXXt'ts aX ^X iroriw noqt; ©aorl^ gnrra 9bu,XiX.fe BuoX^lXai bciB
33 'I svv grrXan ac nsv.'dsY to ;tdguorfd sorrA 0 bubo©X &^riS eXaat irorfraH
,
Xeut B to Xsdd- aev/ jqeonoo eXd .©Xqosq eXri rroqu vtn9fariaXniL>q
to 7inXif.t cfon seob aoarA JXrrhs Jautn sw ,de*i.srf ^XcT 9 aX
tedisn Sud ^nXs^nX.acn aevXn^te boD doXriw IsebX fia aa ©oae^t
(
'IB'/t vd 9d Oj
.[i&IfrS .A .€• bna
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.SI9 .q >
e
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.8C .q , Is art -il lo froXt^lIeH erfT ^troV^sF.
12
thinks of It as a national blessing which God will revoke as a
ti
means of punishing his people.
1 ;
' Closely relsted to Amos' belief that war will be used of
jxahweh in his judgment of Israel is his belief that He will also
I
t
se war in judgment upon the foreign nations. This belief is
reserved for us in Amos l:3-2:5 where we ha.ve a series of ora-
I
jcles dealing with various neighboring nations. These oracles
fall into a set form, first the formula "Ebr the three trans-
gressions of Damascus, And for the four, I will not turn it
|Dack;”, then an instance of the nation’s guilt, and finally, the
fiegree of destruction by war and captivity. Assyria is not men-
^fcioned, but it is the Assyrian method of dealing v^ith nations
hich is described, and it is safe to say that here again the
brophet had that nation in mind as Yahweh's agent.
I
The authenticity of this section of material is one of the
I
critical problems in the book of Amos. The oracles of 1:9-12;
2:4-5, against Tyre, Edom, and Judah, are most seriously doubted.
I
pripps feels that there are "good arguments" for retaining 1:9-
I 31
J.2, and Driver is inclined to retain 1:11-12,''^ Harper rejects
these three oracles, G. A. Smith rejects the oracles against
Tyre and Edom,^^ and Wellhausen doubts the oracle against Edom.^^
This study is not the place for settling such critical problems;
ji
>0 Smith, G, A., op. cit., vol. I, p. 122; see also Gripps, op.
cit., pp. 121f.; and Harper, op. cit., pp. I8ff.
il Cripps, op. cit., pp. 283f.
32
Driver, op. cit., pp. I42ff.
33
Harper, op. cit., p. 28.
34
Smith, G. A., op. cit., vol. I, pp. 127ff.
35
Driver, op. cit., pp . I42ff.
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for our purpose we limit ourselves to the less questionable ora-
cles against Damascus, Gaza (Philistia), Ammon, and Moab.
The ora.cle against Damascus is in 1:3-5. The specific
||
crime is threshing Gilead "With threshing-tools of iron." This |l
is probably a reference to a formi of punishment inflicted upon
jj
jprisoners of war, the prisoners being forced to lie on the
||
jground and heavy threshing instruments were driven over them,^^ ’
fee punishment to be inflicted for this barbarity is a fire and
!the breaking of "the bar of Damascus." Fire is here used symbo-
iLically for war. The bar ^vas a part of the defense of the city
i
jjate, and when the city was captured, it was spoken of as
^"broken.
The destruction of Gaza in 1:6-8 is likewise to be accom-
!
plished by war, for there is a reference to fire (here, as above,
!i
|bquivalent to war), and to the cutting off of the inhabitants.
(|
jl In 1:13-14 the Ammonites are judged for unnecessary ba.rbar-
ity--"they ripped up the pregnant women of Gilead"—in their
territorial warfare. This is to result in their punishment by
38
war, suggested in the symbolical references to fire, the refer-,




In the oracle against Moab, 2:2-3, we again have punishment
depicted in terms of war, again there is the symbolical use of
!
Tire, and Moab is personified as dying under the as suit of
56 Harper, op. cit., p. 18.
j? Ibid., pp. 19f.; see also Cripps, op,
Driver, op. cit., pp. 134f.
38 Driver, op. cit., pp. I47f.





From these oracles against the foreign nations we get
I
another view of Amos' thought concerning war. It is true that
t
in the oracles against Damascus and Ammon he condemns certain
i
wanton aggravations of war, but he does not condemn war as a
I
40
whole. Here, as in the case of his oracles against his own
! nation, Amos thinks of war as a method of divine punishment, of
'peace as a national blessing which God revokes to punish the
! nations.
^ There are two passages in Amos in which we have pictured





day of Yahweh's .judgment. The first of these is 2:14-16, where
in that time swiftness, strength, experience, and skill in the !
I
use of weapons fails. The second is found in 6:8-14, where Amos'
jPreaches that the nation’s boasted strength will be powerless to
'avert invasion, in these words:
I
I
"'Have we not, by our own strength,
Acquired power for ourselves?*
'Fbr lo, I am raising up against you, 0
I house of Israel,
I
. . .a nation;
j




Unto the brook of the Arabah. *"
I
jj
This protest against confidence in military power is exact-
ji
'ly what we should expect to find in Amos, for he held that the
jination could not endure by virtue of military prowess, but only
t!
by virtue of righteousness.*^^ '^ite natura.lly, therefore,
:|39 Ibid., p. 148.
j40 Smith, G. A., op. cit., p. 133.
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military prowess would be to no avail against an army that was
the agent of Yahweh's judgment. Is it too big a step to say,
on the basis of this, thrt Amos wes a pacifist? It probably is,
for Amos, as we have seen, saw in war nothing that would make it
impossible for Yahweh himself to use it as an instrument of
i
Judgment. But we are not overstepping when we see in Amos*
thought a nascent pacifism, for he, as these verses indicate,
'held that peace would not come through military strength, but
r
I
only by right and just dealings among men, which is the founda-
I






pacifism, peace comes through right and just dealings among men
;
of all nations, because of those right and just dealings, while ^
with Amos peace comes because the right and just dealings within
the nation secure the favor of Yahweh.
I
1 1 . Ho s ea




tion after Amos. Like his predecessor's, Hosea's extant writ- ^
I
I
|ings are marked by an absence of the use of the term shalom .'^^ ‘
i;
Therefore, here again we are forced to learn the prophet's
il thoughts on the matter of peace from those passages in v/hich he
II i





I Like Amos, Ho sea regards v.-ar as the means by v/hich Yahweh
i
iwill bring judgment upon his people. The passages which carry a
I
jSpeciflc reference to punitive war are, however, fewer in Hosea
i
I
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: than in Amos. It is more characteristic for Hoses to pronounce
^
the divine destruction without naming the agency which Yahweh
will use to carry out this destruction. This seems to be the
t
j
case in Hosea 5:12-14, One scholar of eminence sees verse 13 of
I
this oracle as a reference to Assyria as the punitive agency, ^
I
I
but most interpreters see this passage as a reference to the in-
i
I
lability of Assyria to aid in preventing the divine chastisement.
! In an oracle contained in 7:8-16 we get two references
I
j




thought of war as Yahweh 's instrument of punishment. The first
!
jof these is in verse 11, *'l will spread my net over them.” The
44
net very obviously symbolizes captivity, and it would only be
through war that a captivity would be accomplished. In the
closing verse of this ora.cle the sword is mentioned. The sword
here seems to be obviously the symbol of war, but it is not
he.
I clear whether Egypt ^ or Assyria will bring the sword.
!
I
In 8:1-3, which is perhaps best regarded as the climax of
;the preceding oracle, we have the pronouncement of inevitable
47
war. The Assyrians will come with the swiftness of an eagle
jUpon the land, for the people have rejected the good.^^
I
Our next threat of punishment which involves the thought
of war is found in 8:13, "They shall return to Egypt," which is
I
43 Smith, J. M. P., op. cit., p. 56.
'44 Brown, The Book of Ho s ea
. pp. 767ff
. ; and Harper, op. cit.,
' pp. 302ff.
45 So Brown, op. cit., pp. 67ff.
I46 So Harper, op. cit., p. 307.
47 Smith, G-. A., op. cit., vol. I, p. 298.
48 Harper, op. cit., p. 308; also Brown, op. cit., pp, 70f.
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jj
to be regarded as a threat of an actual ca'ptlvity in Egypt.
ji Another threat of exile is found in 9:3. Both Egypt and
Assyria are mentioned as the agents of this exile (which we
I




mentioned figuratively, but it seems rather that it is not yet
I




The same indecision as to the place of exile is revealed in
I
t




read "For lo, they shall go to Assyria.*' Here the people are
I
viewed as if they had already left their war desolated homes to
1
I
be buried in exile.
j
j
An oracle in 10:13b-15 pictures judgment coming in the form
of either civil war,^^ or war from without. The mention of
|i Shallum is probably a reference to the Assyrian conqueror
jl .
j|
Shalmaneser IV. The mention of this Assyrian monarch is ob-
liviously a threat of war, Israel v/ill be destroyed in the same
il
way in which he destroyed Beth-arbel.
In 11:5-7 we have a threat of the sword destroying the
j
i cities, fields, and fortresses. The war will result in exile
ij either to Egypt or Assyria . The sword is here to be regarded as
jWar personified.^^
IA9 Ibid., pp. 73ff.
l50 Harper, op. cit., pp. 97f.
51 Smith, G. A., op. cit., vol. I, p. 303.
52 Brown, op. cit., p. 79.
53 Smith, J. M. P., The Old Testament . An American Translation
.
Ho s ea ,10:14.
I54 Brown, op. cit., p. 95.
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Some of these passages have been marked by a very general
and sometimes veiled reference to ws.r, but the lest, 13tl5-l6,
is unmistakably clear and re.ther horrible in its details.
*’They must fell by the sword.
Their children be dashed in pieces.
And their pregnant v/omen be ripped open."
I
These last details were certain to follow every defeat in war in
this period.
Prom this review we are convinced that Hosea, like Amos,^'^
could not have thought of peace as an ideal which God would
strive to preserve, but rather thinks of it as a national bles-
sing which Yahweh will violate to punish His people.
I
Unlike Amos, who had nothing to say concerning the nation's
I
I
foreign policy, Hosea was continually denouncing foreign al-
58 ^liances. Indeed, such alliances constitute for Hosea one of
the chief reasons for Yahweh 's destruction of the nation.
The first such denunciation is contained, in Hosea 5:12-14.
Ephraim, in his sickness, which includes political anarchy,
civil war, and religious and moral deterioration, had sent to
60
Assyria for help. This may refer to the tribute sent by
Menahem to the King of Assyria in 738 B.C., or it may refer to
an event in the reign of Ahaz, 734 B.C.^^ The reference to
Judah is read 'Israel' by many scholars, including Harber,^^ but
56 Smith, G. A., op, cit,, vol, I,, p, 336,
57 Supra, p. 11,
58 Bewer, The Literature of the Old Testament in its Historical
Development
. pp, 97f.
59 Bade7"T^ Old Testament in the Li p;ht of Today, p. 160.
60 Harper, op, cit,, p, 278,
61 Smith, G. A., op, cit., vol. I, p. 282.
62 Harper, op. cit., p. 278.
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Brown feels that ’Judah’ should be retained as more appropriate?^'
Whatever the right solution in regard to such details may be,
the principle involved is clear--'*But he (Assyria) is not able
to heal you.”
In 7:8-16 we have an oracle whose basic theme is Israel’s
disloyal foreign policy. It opens in verse 8 with the statement
that "Ephraim wastes away among the peoples.” The mea.ning here
is not a loss of independence, nor the seeking of help from oth-
er nations, but the acceptance of foreign fashions and ideas.
In verse 9 we have what is probably a reference to tribute paid
by ?!enahem and to the territory lost by Pekah, but it may involve
more recent experiences
.
^5 in verse 11 the vacillating policy
of turning first to Egypt and then to Assyria is compared to the
flight of a "silly dove.” Finally the passage is climaxed in
verse 16 where the leaders, because of an Egyptian policy which
j!is being followed, are doomed to the sword. 66
I
Turning to 8:9 we find Israel ha.s gone up to Assyria and
has given love-gifts. The going up to Assyria is not a refer-
i
ence to exile, but to dependence upon that power for assistance.
ii
iThe giving of love-gifts was the seeking of the aid of Assyria
67and Egypt with gifts. ' Verse 10 seems to continue the same
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Smith, and Tvlartl. Verse 14 also belongs with this section of
material, and continues the criticism of dependence upon foreign
70powers, but this verse is held to be genuine only by Brown, it
71 7P
is questioned by Marti, Duhm, and Moffatt, and Harper.
George Adam Smith holds that it is certainly a later addition,
73feeling that it is based on Amos.
10:6 gives us a prediction of the' calf,' the idol of Ephraimj
being carried to Assyria as a present to the king. Shame and
reproach will rest upon Israel, not because they have taken an
object from their temple to present to a foreign king, for this
seems to, have been common practice, but rather because of the
74dependence upon Assyria which is implied by this act.
Reading 11:5-7 with the American Revised, we have in verse
6 a reference to ’’their own counsels" which Brown believes re-
fers to Israel’s foreign policy. If this be the case, we have
lere another criticism of the policy of seeking help from for-
eign powers and a statement of the inevitable destruction which
will result from such a policy. It seems to be better, however,
bo read with J. M. Powis Smith, substituting "fortresses" for
"counsels.
In 12:1 we have another reference to Israel's dealings with
59 Smith, G. A., op. cit., vol. I, p. 301.
70 Brown, op. cit., pp. 73ff.
71 Smith, G. A., vol, I, p. 232 (footnote).
72 Harper, op. cit., p. 324,
1^3 Smith, G. A., op. cit., vol. I, p. 301.
74 Harper, op. cit., p. 347.
75 Brown, op. cit., p. 101.
76 This reading is also prefered by Smith, G. A.', op. cit., Vol.
I, P. 323.
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the nations. Ephraim’s activity here involves dependence upon
Assyria and Egjrpt, and consequently an acknowledgment of these
nation's gods."^"^
If 14:3 be from Hosea,"^® we have here his last criticism
of reliance upon foreign help. He is envisioning the ideal fu-
ture, a time when Israel will abjure foreign help from either
Assyria or Egypt, for the reference to riding on horses is prob-
ably to be interpreted as dependence upon Egypt rather than re-
liance upon military strength.' The fact that the prophet
should Include this idea in his vision of the future shows some-
think of the importance which he attached to it and the inten-
sity of his opposition to foreign alliances.
This brief review has shown us that Ho sea is consistently
opposed to an alliance or dependence upon Assyria, Egypt, or any
other foregin power. One reason for this opposition seems to
lie in the fact that such alliances involved an acknowledgment
of the gods of the allied power, and were, therefore, insulting
8obo Yahweh. Whatever the reasons lying behind the opposition
nay have been, it is clear that Hosea was antagonistic to such
alliances, and felt that they would only bring destruction,
fhich, as we saw earlier, he frequently thought of in terms of
«rar. In this respect Hosea may be thought of as similar to
77 Harper, op. cit., pp. 375f.
78 Held genuine by Brown, op. cit., p. 119; and. Smith, G. A.,
op. cit., vol. I, p. 343 . Rejected by Harper, op. cit., p.
412.
79 Brown, op. cit., p. 119.
30 Smith, J. M. P., op. cit., pp. 63f.
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George Washington whose advice to this nation *'to avoid foreign
entanglements” is famous. This is, so far as we know, the first
"isolationist policy” in the history of the peace movement, al-
though the theoretical foundation for it, absolute dependence
upon Yahweh, is quite different from the foundation of modern
Isolationist programs.
i Very closely related to Hosea's distrust of foreign alli-
I
ances is his belief that armaments are equally powerless to
save. This latter belief, unlike the former, seems to be simi-
lar to one held by Amos, who likewise preached that armaments
were powerless to save.
The first passage in Hosea which reflects this attitude is
the much disputed 1:7. This verse is rejected by Harper^^ and
82George Adam Smith who see in it a characteristically late
thought and a reference to the deliverence of Judah in the time
of Sennacherib, 701 B.C. On the other hand. Brown, though
recognizing that the verse is misplaced in our text, and W,
8ARobertson Smith both accept it as authentic, and see in it a
thought which is characteristic of Hosea. We are inclined to
accept it as genuine, but who ever may be the author, it would
3eem clear that it represents a pre-exllic prophetic thought;
that Judah will not be saved by war, but by Yahweh.
The next section from the prophet v;hlch expresses his dis-
lipproval of trust in "fortified cities” is 8:l4,. a passage.
31 Harper, op. cit., p. 213.
32 Smith, G. A., op. cit., vol. I,
33 Brown, op. cit., p. 9.
34 Smith, W. R,
,
op. cit., p, 186.
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which, as we have already seen,®^ Is open to serious doubts. Ifj
las George Adam Smith holds, it is based on Amos,°° or if, as
OfT
Brown holds, it is authentic with Hosea, ' we are justified in
considering it here. In this passage the prophet protests the
I
I
|the increase of fortified cities by Judah.
In 10:13b-l4 we have an undisputed passage in which the
prophet protests trust in armaments. The prophet's thought here
is very clear if we read with the LXX:
"Because thou hast trnjsted in thy chariots, in
the multitude of thy warriors, the tumult (of
war) shall arise among (or against) thy peoples,
and all thy fortresses shall be laid waste.
In 11:6 we have our last reference in Hosea to the futility
Df trusting in armaments where he pronounces the destruction of
Ephraim's fortresses.
l/?hile two out of the four passages demonstrating Hosea 's
thought in this matter have been highly questionable, it seems
that the accumulative evidence justifies us in saying that, for
Hosea, trust in armaments ?/as as futile as was reliance upon
foreign alliances, neither policy could save Israel from Yahweh's
destruction. "Shile Hosea 's belief here is very closely related
to that of Amos, which we called nascent pacifism, it should be
noted that the motive is different. Bbr Amos armaments are in-
effective because peace can come only by right and just dealings
among men. It would be incorrect to say that Hosea denies this
85 Supra, p. 20 for a discussion of the authenticity of this
verse.
86 Smith, G. A., op. cit., vol. I, p. 301.
87 Brown, op. cit., pp. 73ff.
88 Ibid., p. 94.
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principle, but he places much more stress on another, that arma-
ments are ineffective because peace can come only through trust
in and devotion to Yahweh.
Whether or not Ho sea had what can be thought of as a con-
cept of an ideal or messianic age is a matter of dispute. Among
the scholars who in some way or other Indicate that such an age
89
was not envisioned by the prophet are Henry Preserved Smith,
90 91 92
Lods, Harper, Volz, Nowack, and ilartl. Scholars who indl-
93
cate that Hosea may have held such a concept are Brown, Jef-
94 98ferson, W. Robertson Smith, Wellhausen, A. R. Gordon, and
96
Moffatt, If Hosea had such a concept, we must gather our
knowledge of it from such passages. as 1:10-2:1; 2:18; 3:5; and
14:3. Of these passages, the second and the last, by inference,
are the only ones which reveal the place tha.t peace held in this
concept
.
Reversing their order and taking the more indefinite and
vague passage first, we consider 14:3 in the light of peace in
the future age. In this passage Hosea gives a confession which
Israel will make in the latter day, no longer do they rely for
protection on Assyrian or Egyptian might, but find it rather in
God's promise to show a father's plty.^"^ Protection, a feature
89 Smith, H. P., op. cit., pp. 248f.
90 Lods, The Prophets and the Rise of Judahi sm
. p. 94.
91 Harper, op. cit., p. cliii.
92 Smith, G-, A., op. cit., vol. I, p. 263 (footnote).
93 Brown, op. cit., pp. 22 f.
94 Jefferson, Ga rdinal Ideas o f Isaiah
, p. 142.
95 Smith, W. R,
,
op. cit., p. 186.
96 Smith, G. A., loc. cit.
97 Ibid., vol. I, p. 343 . Eor critical notes on this passage
see footnote 78, supra, p. 21.
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of, if not synonymous with, peace, in the ideal age will come
from Yahweh.
In 2:18 the picture of peace in the ideal age is more spe-
cific. It begins with a peace between Israel and the animal
world. The bow and the sword are to be broken, indicating dis-
armament, war will cea.se, and security will be the lot of the
nation.
In these two passages we get what seems to be a most impor-
tant view of Hosea’s idea of peace. First, peace comes through
disarmament, the abandoning of foreign alliances, and trust in
Yahweh. Second, the pea.ce consists of (a) freedom from the
destruction of herds, crops, and life by the animal world, (b)
freedom from war, and (c ) a sense of security in the land.
III. Isaiah
Hosea's great successor v/ps Isaiah, whose works are preser-
ved for us in that book which bears his name, along \=.lth the
works of several other prophets. Without going into the prob-
lems of criticism involved, we are limiting our consideration to
those passages v/hich modern scholarship generally accepts as
genuine to the eighth century Isaiah. These are 1-12; 14:24-20;
21:11-23; 28-33, and 36-39.
Unlike his predecessors, Isaiah does make use of the word
Shalom
. the term appearing some eight times in the accented
99
sections. It first appears in 9:6 and 7. In verse 6 it Is
98 Brov;n, op. cit., pp. 22f.
99 Young, op. cit., p. 736. The critical problems relative to
these verses will be treated when they are again before us.
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the fourth element of a descriptive name applied to the child
who is to be the ideal ruler of the future, ’’Prince of Peace,"
In verse 7 shslom is used as descriptive of his reign, "And of
peace, there will be no end." It seems apparent that in both
cases the word is used with the same implications, but our prob-
lem is to discover what its implications are. A very natural
inference for us to draw, from the background of our ovm concept
of pea.ce, is tha.t this is to be an age marked by the absence of
war, and that the Prince of Peace will not rely upon violence.
This view receives support from the fact that earlier in the
oracle the paraphernalia of war are assigned as "food for the
fire." Such a view is supported by Cheyne,^^^ G-ray,^^^ Jeffer-
son, Pedersen, and W. Robertson Smith. Cheyne suggests
that this ideal may ha.ve been inspired by contrast to the false
lORideal represented by Assyria. " while Jefferson suggests that
106
it grew up in contrast to the qualities of Ahaz. Objections
to this view, however, arise from the fact that the second and
third parts of the child's name are translated by some "Divine
’.Va rrior, and "Bhther of Booty, respectively. If these
interpretations be right, then to think of peace meaning the
100 Cheyne, Commentary on Isaiah , p. 62.
101 Gray, The Book of Isaiah
, p. 173.
102 Jefferson, op. cit., p. 15^.
103 Pedersen, op. cit., pp. 322f.
104 Smith, W. R.
,
op. cit., p. 277.
105 Cheyne, op. cit., p. 62; note, however, that Cheyne, in his
Introduction to the Book of Isaiah , denies Isaianic author-
ship of this passage.
106 Jefferson, op. cit., p. 154.
107 Wade, Isaiah, pp. 67f.
108 Barton, op. cit., p. I05 .
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absence of war in its usage here is contradictory. In this case
we will have to think of the Prince of Peace as one who rules
IjhiS' conquered territory in peace, bringing to his subjects the
blessings of prosperity. However Gray and ^’?hitehouse are
representative of many scholars when they deny the interpreta-
tions "Divine Warrior"^^*^ and "Bhther of Booty, and we feel
that we are correctly interpreting the prophet’s usage of the
jjterni when we say that he is thinking of an age marked by the
jjabsence of war. However, we feel that, in view of the broad
implications of the terra noted in the first chapter of this
work, it is placing too narrow an interpretation upon the word
to think that the prophet was designating only an age free from
liwor. The idea of the blessings of prosperity suggested above
|l
l|must also be included, and Davidson is probably right when he
!
I says that here peace implies "the state of enjoyment of all that
ii
'is called blessing.
From 19:21 we get an insight into quite a different meaning
of the term shalom . Here a verb form is used to indicate the
113paying of one’s vows. This usage is in close harmony with
»
pthe fundamental meaning of wholeness or completeness noted in
(
iour first chapter.
I In 32:17 and 18 we have two more uses of the term shalom.
j
This passage is doubted by Gheyne, Marti, and Box, but George
109 Ibid., p. 105; and Wade, op. cit., pp. 67f.
110 Gray, op. cit., p. 173.
Ill vVhitehouse, Isaiah
, p. I51.
112 Davl.dson, Old Testament Prophecy
, .p. 367.
|113 Brown, Driver, and Briggs, op. cit., pp. 1022f.
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jAdam Suith considers their reasons for doubtin inadequate,
I
•i
|!and contends that there is no prophecy more cha rs.cteri stic of
lilsaiah.^^^ It is accepted by Bewer,^^^ Wade, and Duhm,^^'^ and
!!
jion their opinion we feel Justified in considering it genuine.
ij
iThe two clauses using the terra may be translated '’And the effect
il
iof righteousness will be peace," and "?iy people will dwell in
I
peaceful homes." The context gives us the idea that peace here
1
jlncludes fertility of the soil, social Justice, and security.
;jThis interpretation is supported by George Adam Smith,
!i 1 1 Q 1 PD
•Bewer, ^ and Pedersen.
118
ij Our next mention of peace is in 33:7. The whole of the
j!
[ichapter, however, is seriously questioned. Duhm and Iviarti put
[I n pn
It in the Maccabean period, while Cheyne would seem to place
i! 122
'It in the Persian period, although in another work he sug-
Igests that it has an Isaianic basis.^^^ Wade would accept the
iichapter with the exception of verse 15» 16, ?nd 20-24, 124 while
ij'^itehouse feels that a pre-exilic editor has incorporated
isaianic fra^graents in verses 1-12. 125 The term is used in verse
|7 "The ambassadors of peace v/eep td-tterly. " From the context it
I
j
|L14 Smith, G. A., The Book of Isaiah (Hereafter designated
j
Isaiah to distinguish it from The Book of the Twelve Pro -
! phets ) . vol. I, p. 268.
115 Ibid., pp. 276f.
116 Bewer, op. cit., p. 116.
117 Wade, op. cit., pp. 206ff.
$.18 Smith, G. A., Isaiah , vol. I, pp. 274f.
|119 Bewer, op. cit., p. 116.
120 Pedersen, op. cit., p. 321.
121 '.‘/hi tehouse, op. cit., p. 335.
122 Cheyne, Introduction
, pp. I66ff.
123 Cheyne, Pro phecies
. p. 189.
124 Wade, op. cit., p. 209.
125 Whitehouse, op. cit., p. 335.
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i!is evident that the ambassadors of peace are envoys who have
I failed to obtain any abatement of the enemies’ demands. 126
Hence it is evident that peace is here thought of as the termi-
nation of the war. If this passage does come from Isaiah, he
fuses the terra here to mean the absence of v/ar in much the same
way in which he uses it in 9:6 and 7 , except that here the terra
carries none of the broader implications which it had in that
passage. '
The terra "peace" again appears in Isaiah 38:17, but this
whole passage is a psalm, probably late, which was certainly
127
combined with Isaiah at a late date,“^' and so is outside the
I
j scope of this study.
I
||
The last use of the term "peace" by our prophet would seem
I
j'to be in 39:8 where Hezekiah congratulates himself "At least
^there will be peace and security in ray time." But the whole
It
jichapter was written long after Isaiah's da.y, though it is his-
I’ltorically accurate. 128 and this last sentence is in all probabi-
I'llty the addition of a late scribe. 129 Therefore we are not
jijustified in using it to discover how Isaiah thought of peace.
Ij It should be noted that in every instance but one the pas-
ii
ijsages where Isaiah uses shalom are open to question, but, with
|i
ijthe exception of the last two passages above, the opinion of
!l






, p. 190; and 'fede, op. cit., p. 211 .
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:|128 Smith, J. M. P., op. cit., p. 92. I
ill29 Skinner, op. cit., p. 304.
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evidence v/hich they present. This evidence has shown that by
ipeace Isaiah implied the absence of v/ar, more positively, bles-
sing and prosperity, including fertility of the soil, social
jjustice, and security, and that the prophet used a verbal form
of the same word to indicate the paying of one’s vows.
We now turn our attention to the study of those passages
where the prophet is concerned with war in an attempt to learn
from them something of his thought conce 2?ning peace. Up to this
point in our study we have attempted to be complete in that we
have tried to consider every passage which the given prophet
uttered which in any way related to the problem. Here, however,
we find an overabundance of material due in large measure to the
fact that Isaiah lived in exceedingly critical times. Therefore
it is probable that here we will not mention certain passages
which may relate to the problem, we have, however, tried to get
every point of view represented.
The first intervention of Isaiah into the political affairi
of the nation came with the invasion of Israel and Damascus in
735 B.C. The king proposed to call in Assyria, a policy which
net the stiff opposition of Isaiah. This same opposition to
foreign alliance carried through to the critical yea.rs of 705-
702 B.C., when Isaiah opposed the policy of formiing foreign
illiances for the support of an insurrection. The first pas-
sage protesting a proposed foreign alliance is found in 7:1-16.
L30 Smith, H. P.
,
op. cit., p. 155.
L31 ^ttenwieser, op. cit., pp. 69f
. ; and Loehr, A History of
Religion in the Old Testament
. pp. 95f.
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ji Isaiah assures Ahaz of the certain failure of the coalition, on
|i
j
the basis that he be quiet, that is, enters neither into alli-
j
ances with Syria and Ephraim in submission, or with Assyria in
i an appeal for help, but places his confidence in the Lord.^^^
I
The problem of v/hether or not the child of the sign in 10-16 is
II
the Messiah does not here concern us. ^Vhether or not the pas-
|i
sage be messianic, its purpose was to assure the king that the
threatening powers would become incapable of doing harm because
of the intervention of Yahweh.^^^ If verse 17 was uttered at
this time, a threat of Invasion from the Assyrians is made be-
;cause of the king's refusal of Isaiah’s policy, but it seems
i'
j!probable that 17 does not belong to the interview with Ahaz,^^^
jl
jl Closely related to 7:1~16, but probably delivered at a
ijlater time when Ahaz's decision to seek an alliance with Assyria
l|
j
jjwas definitely known, are verses 17-25. Attempts have been
;made to pronounce verse 17 a gloss, but this theory is rejected
I
I
.because of a lack of connection between 16 and 17 which such a
!
I
ijtheory implies. "^ The whole section is rather fragmentary, and|
jjit is probable that the relative clauses in verse 18 which apply
lithe figures to Egypt and Assyria are glosses, but the meaning
i!
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‘Yahweh, the land will suffer an invasion.
1
I
' 8:5-8 gives us another oracle which is along this same
1
’'theme. "Because this people have spurned the waters of Shiloah,
!
I,
that flow gently," that is, Yahweh ’s help, and have insisted,
I






Our next set of oracles which clearly reveal Isaiah's oppo-
Isition to foreign alliances come from 705 3.C., following, when
!i
'Assyria was being distracted by the ascension of a new monarch,




ilsmel to take advantage of the situation and revolt.
The first passage which probably comes from this period is
18:1-6. The passage has been referred to such later dates as
|585 B.C., 573 B.C., 3^8 B.C., and 332 B.C., but G-ray and George
lA 2
'Adam Smith agree that it is probably Isaiah's, and Skinner
1^3
life els that it must come from between 705-701 B.C. The envoys
i.
jjof Ethiopia are seeking to establish an alliance and the pro-
jjphet s message is intended to guide the king to refuse the alii-
!
t.
ilance on the basis that Yahweh will destroy Assyria without human
|help.^^^
|1 The most vivid pronouncement of Isaiah against foreign al-
ii
l.liances is found in chapter 20. Here, in the only symbolic act
139 Ibid., p. 53; and Wade, op. cit., p. 50.
140 Lods, op. cit., p. 104; and Wade, op. cit,, p.
il4l Bewer, op. cit., pp. „108f.
142 Smith, G. A., Isaiah , vol. I, pp. 295f.
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of Isaiah's of which we have record,^^^ the prophet, by going
about "for three years" dressed as a captive, showed the foolishjf
ilness of placing trust in an alliance with Sgypt and Ethiopia.
1
|
IjHis action was symbolic of the state to which Egypt and Ethiopia
in which Israel was want to trust, would be reduced bv
'a 1^6[Assyria.
' It is Possible that we have a protest against the Egyptian
lalliance in 28:15:
I
"We have struck a covenant with Death.
And have formed a compact with Sheol."
This may be a reference to religious rites by which the treaty
was placed under the sanction of Osiris and Isis.^^'^ This view,
however, is not in general favor. It seems more proba.ble that
these verses refer to the practice of necromancy and have no
l4ft
reference to the Egyptian alliance.
The prophet's criticism of the Egyptian alliance is nowhere
||more clearly seen than in 30:1-7, a section which probably dates
1 4Qfrom c. 703-2 B.C. The stand of the prophet here is best
iehown by quoting his words:
"Woe to you rebellious children,...
Who carry out a purpose that comes not from me.
And who form an alliance that is not according to
my mind.
Adding sin to sin--
|i45 Oheyne, Prophecies
. pp. 123f. The authenticity of verses
,
1 and 2 are doubted by Oheyne, but their omission would not
change the message.
146 Gray, op. cit., p. 3^2; Smith, G. A., Isaiah , vol. I, pp.
! 204ff.; Lods, op. cit., p, 105.
147 Skinner, op. cit., p. 225.
148 Loc. cit.; and '/ihit ehouse, op. cit., p. 297.
149 Wade, op. cit., 192.
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3?ho set out on the v;ay to Egypt,
Without asking my advice,
To take refuge in the protection of Pharaoh,
And to take shelter in the shadow of EgyptJ
Therefore the protection you seek in Pharaoh
shall turn to your shame.
And the shelter you seek in the shadow of Egypt
to your confusion."
Yet another oracle protesting the alliance with Egypt is
1
30:15-17, where salvation is pictured as lying in the direction
of returning to Yahweh rather than in trusting in horses, which
jare here used in reference to Egypt.
The same theme is emphasized in 31:1-3 where disaster is
pronounced upon those who rely upon the military resources of
Egypt for safety rather than upon Yahweh.
In the final chapter of material from the eighth century
Isaiah we get another account v;hich shows this typical attitude
of opposition to foreign alliances, this time with Be.bylon. As
mentioned above, this chapter was written after Isaiah’s day
t
but is historical in reflecting his attitude. It is a. report of
i
lEsaiah’s criticism of Hezekia.h’s reception of the embassy of
u
jMerodach-Baladan, probably in the year 704 B. The passage
|adds nothing new to this phase of the prophet’s message. Such
I
alliances will end in destruction, in this instance, exile.
!j
li
This survey has shown us that, like his predecessor, Kosea,
jlsaiah consistently opposed foreign alliances with any nation.
!l
jin foreign affairs he followed what we today think of as an
|l50 Cheyne, Prophecies
, p. 117; and Whitehouse, op. cit., p. 31^,
jl51 Wade, op. cit., p. 201.
1152 Supra, p. 19.
!IL53 Whitehouse, op. cit., p. 368.
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’’isolationist policy.” His reasoning here seems to be practi-
cally identical with Hosea's: peace comes only as a result of
trust and reliance upon Yahweh. Foreign alliances result in
disaster because they are en insult to Yahweh who alone can
! give peace.
Like Amos and Hosea, Isaiah regarded war as an instrument
of divine punishment. The first passage which may contain a
I
|! I
i! reference to v/ar as a punishment upon Judah is found in 1:18-20.
i'i
’’But if you refuse and rebel, you shall taste the sv/ord.” This
ii
'!
translation, however, is questioned b^^ some. Thus G-ray prefers
”0n husks sha.ll ye feed.
The next passage which suggests v/ar as the instrument of
jGod’s punishment is 3:16-4:1. Here, again, the critics have
I
i raised their questions. The passage is fragmentary, and there
i!
jjis evidence that it has been worked over by a late editor.
|i
jj
Verses 16-24 are generally accepted, but 3:25-4:1 is thought to
ijbe a poetic fragment, verses 25-26 perhaps coming from a poem
Ii
1 g6ijwrltten to bewail the capture of Jerusalem in 58? Thus
jlwe lose the most explicit statement of war as a means of punish-
'i
Ijment in this particular oracle. In the genuine material, how-
(*
'I
Jever, the condition of the women of Zion is pictured as to imply
ii
ijcaptlvity, especially in the ’’ropes for girdles" and in the
f 187ijbranding, and the punishment of captivity can only be thought
ii
i;of as the result of war.
|154 G-ray, op. cit., p. 30.
155 Cheyne, Prophecies . p. 21; and Harper, op. cit., p. 30.
156 Wade, op.- cit., p. 30.
jl57 vVhitehouse, op. cit., p. 109.
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The next reference which implies the use of war as punish-
i|
iment is likewise a mention of exile. Indeed, it is the only
explicit mention of exile v/hich can without question be attrib-
uted to Isaiah. It is 5:13, where the whole people are doom-
li IC59
lied to exile because of the lack of the knowledge of God.
li
:j
'>^e turn now to the closely related passages 7:1-16 and 17-
1 60
i|25. Lods sees an invasion into Judah announced in the first
I. pas sage. This view, however, interprets the reference to curds
1;
'and honey in 15 as meaning that the land has been reduced to a
I
iwilderness and that the few inhabitants ha.ve reverted to a pas-
! 161
'toral life. But, as Skinner points out, this interpretation
I
1
is very questionable, because **curds and honey” are elsewhere
always used as a synonym for plenty. Moving over into the
next section, however, the picture of invasion is certain. A
picture of the complete desolation of the land at the hands of
the Assyrians is painted in unmistakable language.
As was pointed out above in connection with our study of
|i
Ijthe prophet’s attitude on foreign alliances, 8:5-8 pictures
i 153
liYahweh using Assyria to punish Judah.
i|
|j
In 10:5-6 we have the following words put into the mouth of
<
iYahweh, showing that Isaiah thought of him as using the Assyrian
invaders as his instrument of punishment:
i;i58 Harper, op. cit., p. 39.
';159 Gray, op. cit., p. 92.
|jl60 Supra, p. 32.
!i161 Lods, op. cit., p. 103.
Harper, op. cit., p. 6O; so also Ifede, op.162
163 Supra, p. 32.
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”0 Assyria, rod of my anger,
And staff of ray fury.'
Against a godless nation I send him,
1
And against the people of my wrath I charge him,
j
To despoil them, and to prey on them,
j
And to trample them down like mire of the streets*"
Our next passage dealing with the punishment of Judah by
i
means of war is found in the critically very difficult section
lof material 22:1-14. This section of material most probably
i
'originates from the time when the siege of Sennacherib was
1
-1 ru
lra.ised in 701 B.C. As Cheyne says, it is tenable that on the
!
• whole the passage is of Isaianic authorship, but he doubts the
!
!authenti city of verse 6, which is a description of the enemies'
[ 165 I
army. Whitehouse, argues for the authenticity of verse 6,
1jbut, along with G-ray, ' follows Duhm in regarding 9-lla, a
i
1
prose note, as a later insertion. Skinner, on the other hand,
feels th°t this prose section serves to enhance the contrast of
the passage and that it is not necessarily an insertion. The
’best analysis of the passage is that of Sknner.^^^ Verses 1-4.
»
t
,The city, despite the disgrace of its arms, has abandoned itself
'
|to gaiety. Versbs 5-7. Either in a vision, or in a descrip-
!
)|tion of the past, the Assyrian forces are seen thundering at the
gates of Jerusalem. Verses 8-11, Going back to the past, the
iProphet pictures the attention paid to the defences of the city,
164 Gray, op. cit., p. 374; Skinner, op. cit., p. 145; and
'lYhit ehouse, op. cit., p. 250.
165 Cheyne, Prophecies, pp. 133 ff.
166 '.Vhitehouse, op. cit., pp.252ff.
167 Gray, op. cit., pp. 373f.
168 Skinner, op. cit., p. 180,
169 Ibid., p. 176.
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with never t. thought being given to Yahweh. Verse 12-lA. A
situption calling for thought and penitence is being passed over
!'
i'with revelry, so Yahweh pronounces Judgment. From this analysis
!
it is clear that, even without the evidence from the doubtful
i
passages, the prophet is here thinking of war as the means that
Yahweh has chosen to punish his people, and the fact that they
I
Ijhave not given heed to its solemn meaning is the cause for this
j;
j
passage which ha.s been called "the most pessimistic of all
[Isaiah’s prophecies
.
As we saw above, the work of Isaiah as it is preserved
I
jjfor us enc5s with a threat of exile, 39:6-7, which we can only
ij
lithink of as the result of war. This exile being announced as
the punishment of Yahweh. In view of our acceptance of the his-
itorical accuracy of this passage despite its late origin. 173 we
ilfeel fairly confident that we can accept this passage as further





To be related to these passages in v/hich the prophet pro-
j'nounced divine punishment upon Judah by war are those in which
jihe saw the same kind of punishment meted out to foreign nations.
I,
!lln this phase of his thought Isaiah follows his earlier predeces-p
';sor, Amos, who like'wise saw Yahweh use war against foreign na-
tions. The first passages involved are 7:1-16, 17.^'^^ In the
»
'171 ifhit ehouse, op. cit., p. 17^.
jl72 Supra, p. M.
il73 Supra, p. 29.
i
17^ For the critical problems raised by these verses, see
1
supra, p. 30 and 31.
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I'flrst section the destruction of Ephraim and Syria is announced
tj
ij
|;and then confirmed in the sign of Immanuel. Before the child is
li
two or three years old the land of Judah’s enemies will he des-
jolate. In these first sixteen verses Assyria is not mentioned,
I
hut it is generally assumed that the prophet has that power in
I T 7gimind as the agent of destruction. “ ‘ This view is supported hy
I
j
the fact that in the following section, beginning with verse 17,






In 8:1-4 the prophet leaves no douht hut that Syria and
I
!
Ephra.ira are to he punished hy Assyria. First ’’Speeding to the
^jspoil. Hastening to the prey. ” are to he written on a great tah-
ilet, then the prophet's son is to he given these words for a
!i[name, and it is added that before the child can talk the wealth
I
lof Damascus and the spoil of Samaria shall he carried away by
li
|!the king of Assyria."
I!
I
ij According to Cheyne "this people" in verse 6 here applies
!|to the Northern Kingdom, which would make 6-8 a prediction of!
!
Assyrian inva.sion into Israel as well as Judah. We have, hov;-
[ever, found no other scholar who interprets "this people" as
I i




jiharmony with the context.
||
We find in 9:8-10:4; 5:25-30^'^'^ a long prophecy dealing
1
i
ll75 Skinner, op. cit., pp. 67f
. ; and Smith, H. P. , pp. 155f.
|176 Cheyne, Prophecies . pp, 52f.
|il77 These sections united hy Smith, J. M. P., American Transla -
!j
tion; Wade, op. cit., pp. 67ff; and G-ray, op. cit., p. 95.
jj
The latter two both douht 10:1-4 as originally a part of
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with the destruction of Ephraim. In the first part of the poem
the destruction is announced, hut no agent is named. If verses
10:1-4 belong to this poem, the first suggestion of the agent of
destruction is found in verse 3, for "the storm which will come
from afar” is a reference to Assyria. Coming down to the
final strophe of the poem we get a description of the nation
that the Lord is summoning from afar, a description that all
scholars recognize as being of Assyria. It is true that in
verse 26 a plura.1 is found, “nations,” but this is either taken
to rever to the nations of the Assyrian empire,^'^^ or is read as
singula r.^®^
The oracle which immediately follows Introduces a unique
element not hitherto noticed in Isaiah's thought. Up to this
point Assyria has been the agent by which Yahweh will punish
either Judah or Syria and Ephraim. Now, in 10:5-17, Yahweh an-
nounces that after he has used that power to punish Judah, he
will break it because it has attributed its success to its own
power. The destruction of Assyria is nowhere specifically stat-
ed to be by war, but Gray sees that the reference to fire in
verse 16 may be symbolic of war.^®^ This symbolic usage of fire
would be in harmony with Hosea 's usage of the term.
In 14:28-32 Philistia is rejoicing because Assyria is
broken, but Isaiah predicts that the new Assyria shall be as
178 Wade, op. cit., p. 71.
179 Cheyne, Prophecies, p. 35.
180 Wade, op. cit., pp. 36f.
181 Gray, op. cit., p. 201.
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jpDwerful, and in verse 31, that it shall destroy Philistia. Thei|








the time of the death of Sennacherib.
I
I
i Chapter 20 gives us Isaiah's symbolic prediction that
I
I (
'Assyria will lead Ethiopia into exile. The warning being issued
j





In chapter 23 we have an oracle against Tyre. No reference,|









intelligible, but the most probable meaning is tha.t just as
|i
I
Chaldea (Babylonia) ha.s fallen prey to Assyria, so Tyre cannot !
escape, the reference being to the third Assyrian invasion of
185
: Babylonia made by Sennacherib. If this be correct, the pro- i
I'
' phet thinks of war again as Yahweh's instrument of destruction, i|
i i
j
From this review one thing is very clear, no matter how
;
much the prophet opposed foreign alliances as leading to war,
i!
|and in spite of his belief, as we shall see, tha.t armed resis-
i
tance was futile, Isaiah is in no sense a complete pacifist, for
i
i|like Amos and Hosea, he sees war as something which Yahweh uses
li
i'to execute his will. Peace, therefore, for Isaiah, must have
|!
'been a blessing which Yahweh at his discretion revokes to punish
i|















and Skinner, op. cit., p.
p. 139; and Skinner, loc. cit.
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[ The first passage to show the prophet’s distrust in niili-
1
,tary resources is 2:5-10. This passage cites as the cause of
I
1
the coming of the Day of the Lord the apostasy and ungodly pride
of the people, including trust in "horses and chariots
.
I
' Another passage which demonstrates the prophet's distrust
of military resources is 22:8-11. As noted above, the great-
jer part of this passage, 9-lla, is open to serious doubt, but
even apart from the prose note, there is a description of the
people attend5.ng to the material defences of the city while neg-
! 188jlecting Yahweh. The prose note, if it is allowed, greatly
strengthens this picture,
i A third statement of the futility of military resources is
found in 31:1-3. Let the prophet speak for himself:
,
"Woe to those who go down to Egypt for help.
And rely on horses;
Those who trust in chariots, because they are many.
And in horsemen, because they ere very numerous;
But look not to the Holy One of Israel,
Nor consult the Lord.’
• • •
And their horses are flesh, and not spirit."
IjHere the horses and chariots are doubly objectionable to the pro-
phet, because they are first, objectionable in themselves, and
'are second, objectionable because they are obtained through for-
|l » pQjeign alliances. ^
These three passages may seem to be slight evidence upon
which to base the statement that Isaiah had a deep distrust of
186 Skinner, op. cit., p. 18; and Wade, op,
187 Supra, p. 37.
188 dray, op. cit., pp. 373f.
jL89 Skinner, op. cit., p. 252.
cit., p. I6f.
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I' military strength, but it is essential to note th?t they come
|l from either end of his career. The first, 2:5-10, must come i
i T QQ !
soon after 7A0 B.G., while the second and probably the third,'
i
come from the close of the prophet ’s long career, about 701
191
B.C. It should also be noted that this distrust is very
|
closely related to his distrust of foreign alliances, for which
j|
'I
we had such ample evidence. In both cases the prophet feels i|
II
that peace cannot come through trust in the devices of man, but I
|i must come from a return to full faith and confidence in Yahweh.
I-
I
ji So far we have seen that Isaiah thought of v/ar as an in- |,
i| i!
I' struraent in the hands of Yahweh in his belief that Yahweh used
^
war to punish Judah and foreign nations, and in his belief that ‘
armed resistance was futile. This principle of Isaiah’s thought




Jerusalem. Yahweh would bring the foe up to the very gate of
,
His city, but He v/ould not allow them to destroy it.
The first hint of the inviolability of Jerusalem is con-
tained in 8:8c-10. Jerusalem itself is not mentioned in this
ii passage, but the fundamental idea which rests under the idea of
II
||
Jerusalem s inviolability is clearly announced. Though the
Assyrian forces invade Judah, it is announced to the nations,
f
. I
lithe "distant parts of the earth," that any plan against Judah
shall "come to nought" because "God is with us." Gray considers
'this announcement to be post-exilic, while Skinner says that
I
190 iThitehouse, op. cit., p. 102, who here follows Marti.
,191 Gray, op. cit., p. 37-4.
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there is no reason to doubt it and V/hitehouse regards it as a
1
(Statement of the central idea of Isaianic prophecy.
In 3I 15-9 we have a definite statement of the inviolability!
I
of Zion itself. Verses 5-9 are questioned, in whole or in part,
by various scholars. Cheyne makes the whole post-exilic.
G-eorge Adam Smith accepts verses 5 and 8a, while Wade de- '
Clares only 6 and 7 to be an interpolation. ^ Verse 5, which
»
jis freest from question, makes the essential point:
"Like hovering birds...
So v/ill the Lord of Hosts protect Jerusalem,
Protecting and delivering, sparing and saving."
The next passage which pictures Jerusalem As inviolable is
p3i20-22. The passage is of doubtful origin, but if it is
[genuine, it portrays God as the refuge and strength of
I 198iJerusalem.
I
Our last passage asserting the inviolability of Jerusalem
is 37:33-34. Hitzig has denied these passages as a later addi-
tion, but Cheyne, citing this fact, says, in effect, but why
1 QQ
not say that they were added by the prophet himself? They
are accepted as authentic by Whitehouse. This passage states
[that the king of Assyria shall not enter Jerusalem "For I will
i
I




193 Skinner, op. cit., p. 74; and VShitehouse, op. cit., p. 141.
194 Cheyne, as cited by Wade, op. cit., p. 201.
JL95 Smith, G. A., Isaiah , vol. I, p. 224.
196 Wade, op. cit., pp. 202 f.
197 For critical comments on ch. 33, see supra, p. 28.
198 Smith, G-. A., Isaiah , vol. I, p. 348,
199 Cheyne, Prophecies
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David's sake," It Is followed by the narrative of the miracu-
lous lifting of Sennacherib's siege.
As was suggested et the introduction of this survey of
i
Isaiah's theory of the inviolability of Jerusalem, it shows that
in the thought of the prophet war was Yahweh's punishment and He
could control it, and would, not let His city be destroyed.
' War as punishment upon Judah, war as punishment upon other
j
nations, the futility of armed resistance to war, the inviola-
I
I
bility of Jerusalem, these all add up to say that in Isaianic
I
thought war is a divine punitive instrument, and that peace can
be obtained only by turning to Him.
We turn now to discover what place peace held in Isaiah's
thought of the future. In prophetic thought there were two
!
closely related, though different, foci for predictions of the
future. One of these was the Day of Yahweh, which, as v/e have
! seen, was central in Amos' thought of the future, the other was
I
the Messianic hope which first appears in rather vague form in
1
the thought of Hosea. Isaiah uses both of these concepts.
I
' We saw how Amos took the Dav of Yahweh and converted it
II
from a day in which Yahweh would triumph over His people's en-
lemies to one in which Yahweh would visit His wr^th upon His peo-
|ple. Isaiah adopt-S this same view.^^^ This view is best shown
I
I
in the magnificent poem found, in 2:11-17 v;here on the Day of
Yahweh everything which stands for self-sufficiency, self-con-
ceit, and pride, including "horses and chariots", is visited
201 Smith, H. P.
,
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!wlth the divine wrath, Aside from the fact that man's in-
struments of war are to be destroyed in that day, however, this
I jjpassage reveals little to us for it does not tell whether or not
I
jwa r is to be used to bring about the day of judgment. The gen-
I
ei?al tenor of the poem would imply, however, that here the pro-





i While there is some question in regard to 22:5-6, the most
i
iprobable view is that this passage likewise refers to the Day of
!
iYahweh,^*^^ If this be correct, we have here a picture of the
I
j




That Yahweh should use war on His Day would be in harmony
j
'
jwith Isaiah's genera.l view of war as an instrument of divine
i
I
Ipunishment, while His overthrow of "horses and chariots" is in
|
,
harmony with Isaiah's pronouncements regarding the futility of I
I
armed resistance. Together they shov/ what we have noted before,
I
that in prophetic thought war and peace alike are sent of God,
|9nd that man can gain peace only by turning to full faith and
'
I
confidence in God, Here again we S:^e the basic principle of !
modern pacifism. The modern pacifist does not think of war as
! !
ever sent of God, but he does believe tha.t real peace can only '
come by a practical a.prilication of God's principles as revealed
;
1
202 Loehr, op. cit,, p. 96. "Horses and chariots" are mention-
ed in verse 7, which is an integral part of this poem.
^03 Supra, p. 37.
|204 Wade, op. cit., pp. 373f
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jthrough Christ. This view represents a great ac3vance over that
I
j
of Isaiah, but its foundation is the same, real peace is achi-
eved only by a complete practice of true religion.
One rich source of prophetic thought concerning peace and
the future in the book of Isaiah is the messianic passages,
i
Some scholars would maintain that all these passages are post-
exilic, or that they are at least later than Isaiah. On
the other hand, we have the view of Professor Cornlll, accepted
by George Adam Smith, that these passages are "conceivable as
marking the zenith of Isaianic ideas, " 'but that they are an
"unmixed marvel if they are the production of a post-exilic
teacher of the Law. Mth scholars so divided, it would be
little more than the result of wishful thinking if we should
accept as final either view, but the argument for Isaianic au-
thorship seems to us to be strong, sufficiently so to Justify
our consideration of these passages as possibly giving us an in-
sight into the mind of Isaiah.
The first of these passages is 2:1-4, whose grand climax
"And they shall beat their swords into plowshares.
And their spears into Pruning-hooks
.
Nation shall not lift up sword against nation.
Nor shall they learn war any more."
has Probably been the text for more peace sermons and addresses
j
than any other single passage of prophecy. The authenticity of
1
this section, however, is open to severe doubt, quite apart frx)m
205 Smith, J. M. P., op. cit., pp. 102ff.
j206 Smith, H. P.
,
op. cit., p. I6l.
;207 Cornlll, Introduct ion, as cited by Smith, G. A., Isaiah,
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Iany considerations mentioned above, for this passage, slightly
expanded, appears aga.in in the fourth chapter of Micah. Three
explanations are possible. This poem may have been a floting
anonymous oracle which, older than either Isaiah and Micah, was
! used by them. It may be genuine with either Micah or Isaiah,
who were contemporaries. Or it may have been a floating omcle
^
of late origin which was attached to both books. The first
POR
view has been revived in modern scholarship by Box. Isaianlc
i
I
authorship is held to by G-eorge Adam Smith who cites Duhm as
I holding the same view,^^^ Skinner, and TiTiltehouse. Late
' PI ?
! authorship is maintained by Tfe.de, Stade, Nowack, Hackmann,
PI 2l4
Cheyne, Toy, and Marti, We are inclined to favor the
possibility of Isaianlc authorship. If the passage is genuine,
the prophet here paints a picture of Yahweh ruling in Jerusalem.
' All the nations go up for instruction and for the arbitration
i of their disputes, and it is on the basis of this arbitration
I
that the nations disarm.
I
(
The next passage which is sometimes given a messianic in-
terpretation is the sign which Isaiah gives to Ahaz in 7:13-16.
;
Regarding this passage as the first statement of the messianic
! doctrine, as a rough draft from which the messianic cycle should
208 Box, as cited by Smith, G-. A., Isaiah , vol. I, p. 24.
209 Smith, G-. A., loc. clt.
210 Skinner, op. cit., p‘. 15.
211 '/SThitehouse, op. cit., p. 100.
212 Wade, op. cit., p. 14.
213 Cited by Gray, op. cit., p. 44.
214 Cited by Smith, G-. A., loc. cit.











spring, are Cheyne,^^*^ Wade,^^'^ Skinner, George Adam
Smith, and VThit ehouse. An equally imposing list of schol-'
ars see no possible messianic reference, but simply a reference
to a child born in the ordinary course of nature which the pro-
phet is using as a sign, they are Gray,^^^ Bewer,^^^ Lods,^^^
poA
and H. P. Smith. Neither list is by any means exhaustive,
and problems of scholarship are not settled, by counting heads,
but we are inclined to agree with Jefferson when he says that
modern scholarship compels us to the opinion th?t this passage
is not a reference to the Messiah. If, however, this passage
is regarded as messianic, its meaning must be that Immanuel will
be a divinely appointed means of insuring Judah permanent se-
curity, i.e., peace, against the Assyrians
.
The next messianic passage is found in 9:2-7. As to the
critical problems of this passage, it may be said that those
who hold that any of the messianic passages come from Isaiah
227
accept this passage. Two references to peace during the mes-
sianic era are made in this passage. The first is a picture of
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jindicates that the new age is to be one of peace. The second is
in the title, “Prince of Peace," the significance of which ha.s
ppQ
already been considered. It is sufficient to reiterate that
f
this passage portrays a broad idea of peace involving not only
freedom from war, but also the blessings of prosperity.
In the messianic passage of 11:1-9 "no figure is too stiDng
,to paint this reign of peace and order. Like the above,
this passage is .questioned only by those who deny that Isaiah'
iheld any messianic thoughts. Here we have a picture of a mes- •
sianic king whose might (verse 2) consists not of the might of a
great soldier, but of having power to execute right. Perfect
Jsutice and fairness will be executed, to the extent that nature
is to be revolutionized so that beasts of prey become like tame
animals. The picture of righteous and prosperous peace and
security indicated in this oracle is based o.n a. faith in Yahweh
^s a God of social righteousness, and it has been called the
I
' 232|highest expression of such a faith.
The next, and last passage which we shall consider from
Isaiah is 32:1-5, 15“20. In uniting these two pa.ssages as a
0
description of the condition destined to prevail in the messi-
anic age, we are following Duhm.^^^ Here, in a passage that
I
pomes from the closing years of the prophet's life, he paints
[
I
i228 Supra, p. 25.
229 Smith, R.
,
op. cit., p. 301.
230 Gray, op. cit., p. 216.
23’’ Bewer, op. cit., p. 81; and Pedersen, op. cit., p. 326.
232 Barton, op. cit., p. 109.
'233 Duhm, as cited by Tfeide, op. cit., pp. 206f. For a discus-
sion of the critical problems involved, see supra, p, 27.
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1his richest picture of social justice and social peace, though
;
these concepts had been fundamental with him throughout his
Irainistry. Perhaps here again the most effective thing will
be to let the prophet speak for himself. To be noted is the
stress which the prophet here places upom security in this peace
of the future.
“Then will the steppe become garden land,
And the garden land be counted an orchard.
And Justice will dwell in the steppe.
And righteousness abide in the garden land;
And- the effect of righteousness will be peace,
And the product of justice quietness and
confidence forever.
My people will dwell in peaceful homes.
In secure abodes, and in quiet resting places...*'
This review of Isaiah's pronouncements on the Messianic
|state reveal that war had no place in his thought of the ideal
i
future. God might, indeed did, use war in Isaiah's day, but
with the advent of the messianic king, war would be replaced
with an ideal peace. Features of this ideal peace included
[political peace based upon divine arbitration, the peace of a
I
prosperity so wide-spread that even the v/ild beasts contributed
toward it, and the peace of social justice and security. Tinjly
I
such a peace would be a peace indeed,'
IV. Micah
Isaiah's younger contemporary was the prophet Micah. His
work is preserved for us in the book which bears his name, but
along with it here is much which many critics feel must have
I
I
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come from later hands. There is every reason to accept the
first three chapters as genuine, with the exception of 2:12-13,
|
for the last sentences of chapter 3 are quoted as Micah's in
|
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Jeremiah 26:13. The remainder of the book, though universale
ly admitted to contain some of the noblest utterances in the 01(|
Testament, is so different in tone, style, and general charactei*
I
that some feel that none of it came from Micah.^^"^ Others, how-|
ever, feel that parts of the latter half of the book are not in-
consistent with conditions implied in the first three chapters
and may come from Micah. Bewer admits the threatening passages
!
of chapter 4,^^® a position with which Wade seems to concur, ^59
j
Povah admits 6:1-8,^^^ while Bewer feels that 6:l-7:6 are
"likely*' Micah's, This review shows us the doubtful nature
of much of our material. More will be said later concerning
specific passages when they are up for consideration.
There are two passages in Micah in which the worvi shalom
242
appears, 3:5 and 5:5. In the first of these the prophet is
denouncing false prophets. The way he here uses shalom is best
seen by q_uoting:
"Regarding the prophets who lead my people
ast ray.
236- Robinson, op. cit., p. 130.
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'ffho preach prosperity ( shalora ) when their
raouth is filled:
But if one does not put something in their
mouths
,
They declare war against him.’"
Peace or prosperity is preached to those who pay these false
prophets well, hut war, which is here not national, hut proh-
2A3
ahly implies a tyrannical species of hackmail, to those who
do not pay them well. Pedersen points out th?t this shows hov;
great a place peace played in the sayings of these false pro-
phets, for Micah here makes it their characteristic message.
He goes on to say that it is no wonder that it had such a place
in their message, because as it is here used it is the same as
Ohh
the very growth of life. This suggests that more than ma-
terial prosperity is involved, hut that it is a blessing of
well-being in all of life.
The second occurrence of shalom is in verse 5 of that
highly questionable chapter 5» Davidson^'^^ and G-eorge Adam
Smith seem to accept the passage in which this occurs, but the
latter notes that it is placed in exilic or post-exilic times
by Marti, Nowack, J. M. P. Smith, and Budde. Ikde denies
this passage to Micah, but dates it tv/enty years prior to the
fall of Jerusalem . It seems, therefore, that this passage
falls outside the scope of our consideration. If, however it
is accepted as from Micah, or at least of pre-exilic origin.
243 Smith, Ward, and Bewer, op. cit., pp. 74f,
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it perhaps contributes something to our understanding of peace
:
in prophetic thought. The use of sha lorn here is open to three
possible interpretations. The passage is commonly read “and
I this man shall be our peace.” If this reading be right, then
Shalom must stand for "peacemaker," or possibly for "protector."
' Either of these connotations is different from any we have up
to this time met in the prophets. There is, however, another
possible interpretation for which V/ade argues effectively. The
Hebrew reads litterally "and this shall be peace," and this ad-
j




the verse) will peace be insured. If this reading is right,
peace is here freedom from military conflict with the Assyrians
I
due to the seven shepherds and eight princes which are to be
|
' drawn up.
i As it stands in the text, i^t would seem that 2:8 does not
I
I
I contain the term shalom, but it would seem that both Robinson^^^j
and J. M. P. Smith^^^ reconstruct the text to include it. i
1




I "But you are my people's foe;
[
You rise against those who are at peace.




Spoils of wa r. "
r
i|Here peace would seem to Indicate those who were living in a
f(State of harmony with the whole community, a meaning which we
1
*248 Loc. cit.
249 Robinson, op. cit., p. 135«
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' noted, in chapter to be characteristic of shalom ,
!
1
From this survey we judge it most probable that Micah used
the term shalom twice in his writings so far as we know them.
I
In both instances he used it in a very broad manner. Once to
connote blessing, prosperity, and well-being, and the second
i




I We turn now to those passages where Micah thinks of the
violation of peace, war, as a means of divine punishment. The
I
first of these passages is chapter I. The chapter vividly por-
1 trays the destruction of both Israel and Judah either as immi-
nent or as actually happening. The verb forrnis used suit either
1 252
1
of these alternatives. For these reasons it is probably
I
OCX
best located historically between 725 B.C. and 720 B.G. In
the first part of the chapter the destruction is pictured more
in the terms of a theophany, but later Assyria is introduced as
the agent. Very little is said of the sins for which this
I
punishment is to come, but it is significant, from our point of
I
I
view, that the slight reference which is made, in 13, is to
I
cha riot s , ^^^which were military implements. The chapter closes
i
I




Micah 2:1-11 continues the threat of war as divine punish-
:
ment. This oracle, however, differs from that of chapter 1 in
251 Supra, p. 2.
252 Smith, G. A., op. cit., vol. I, p. 388.
!
253 Loc. cit.; Robinson, op. cit., p. 132; and Lods, op. cit.,
p. 112.
25A Peters, oP. cit., p. 239.
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that it is characterized by a pointed statement of the reason
for their captivity. It is a woe pronounced upon those who
"For the sake of a mere trifle,
You take a heavy mortgage. "
A woe against those who are described
"They covet fields and seize them,
And houses, and carry them off.
So they crush a yeoman and His house,
A man and his possessions."
But the result of their oppression is that the enemy will pos-
sess the land and they will sing a lament
"To our captors our soil is allotted;
we are utterly ruined."
They who now oppress are soon to be the victims of war and are
to be carried off captive by the enemy.
Exactly the same tone carries through 3:9-12, where the
prophet, unlike his contemporary, announces the fall of Jeru-
i Salem as the result of the evil of the people. In this respect
j
Micah is in close agreement with his early contemporary, Amos?^^
I
I
These three passages, which, it should be noted, comprise
the bulk of the undoubted material in Micah, clearly show that
i Micah, like his predecessors, saw nothing inconsistent in a God
I
who required social justice using war to punish his people,
'iVhile the evidence is not so certain, it seems that Micah, like
I his predecessors, had only condemnation for the instruments of
t




must think that Micah condemned them on the same basis as did
256 Smith, H. P., op. cit.. p. 1^8.
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his predecessors, because they showed that the confidence of
the people was being placed in these instruments rsther than in
Yahweh. V/ar for Micah is not wrong in itself, but is an inter-
ruption of the blessing of peace.
The first picture of the messianic age as one of peace in
the book of Micah, 4:1-5, is almost identical with the picture
described in Isaiah 2:1-4. The critical problems which this
creates were dealt with when the latter passage was under con-
si deration. The passage in Micah adds but one detail, found
in verse 4.
"And they shall sit each under his vine.
And under his fig tree, with none to frighten
them . "
If this passage is accepted as pre-exilic, and as coming possi-
bly from Isaiah or Micah, a position which we found tenable
when we considered the critical problems, the addition of this
thought in Micah is significant. It adds to the picture of
national peace the picture of prosperity and security. It rep-
resents each member of the messianic cooimunity ov/ning his own
vineyards and fig trees, and as enjoying the leisure and secur-
ity implied in sitting under them. Thus is added to the picture
of peace as freedom from war the ideas of personal prosperity
and security.
Chapter 5 contains three oracles of Messianic significance,
2-4, 5-9, and 10-15, f^nd while it is probable that these were
not uttered at the same time,^^® they must be considered in
257 Supra, p. 4?.
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close relationship with each other. ?lrst of all we must face
i the problem of authenticity. labile the chapter is not a unity,
the critics line up on the whole in the same way in which they
lined up on 5'5f end the conclusion is the same, the passages
are probably outside the scope of our consideration, being of
exilic or post-exilic origin. However, there are those who
I
j
accept them as pre-exilic and possibly frx)m Micah, so we will
I
glance briefly at their signi ficance.
Verses 2-4 carry no reference to pea.ce as freedom from
war, nor is the word shalom used, but they do picture Israel
under the messianic king as enjoying prosperity and security,
which, as we have seen were fundamental to the prophets '
thought of an age of peace.
Verses 5-6 pictures the protection from Assyria v/hich will
be furnished in the messianic age. Here the Messiah is ignored J
and leaders are raised up from among the people, seven shep-
herds and eight princes are to "shepherd the land of Assyria
with the sword. This would seem to indicate that the peace
of the land of the new Isra.el is to be secured by military
means—a concept which is unusual in messianic thought.
Verses 10-15 are not quite so generally questioned as the
rest of chapter 5, being accepted by sVellhausen and Nowack,^^^
but nevertheless the weight of critical opinion, as we have
\ pointed out above, is against these verses. If they are accepts,
259 For the positions of the various critics, see supra, p. 53,
260 Smith, J. M. P.
,
op. cit., pp. 106ff.
261 Cited by Smith, G. A., op. cit., vol . I, pp. 447f.
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I
the prophet here, in light of the messianic deliverence which
has been promised, pictures the destruction on that day of arma-
ments, fortresses, magic, and idolatry. These things will no
I pfiplonger be necessary and will disappear. This thought of
j
;




would almost seem conditional upon the destruction of, arraa-
i
! ments is more in harmony with general prophetic thought than
1




This survey has shown us that there is no secure basis for
I
!
any statement of hov; Micah thought of peace in the messianic
I
age, because we have no passage describing that age that we can
[
with any confidence attribute to him. All we can say is that
1
those passages which are now in the book of Micah picture tha.t
I
age as one in which peace is thought of as the absence of war,
j
based either upon the power of the sword, or upon divine pov/er
without the aid of armaments, and that this idea of peace is
expanded to include also the ideas of prosperity and security.
262 Smith, G-. A., op. cit., vol. I, pp. 44?f.
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A CHRONOLOGICAL VI^~OF~P^CE^ IN
PROPHETIC THOUGHT --ZEPHANIAH THROUGH EZEKIEL 1-24
I. Zephaniah
From the time of Micah until the appeara-nce of the next
literary prophet there elapses approximately seventy-five years.
Then, with the appearance of a great national crisis, there
comes the remainder of our pre-exilic prophets. Exact dates
are hard to assign for Zephaniah, Nahum, and Habukkuk, but it
seems probable tha.t they come in this order and that they are
contemporary with the early ministry of the great Jeremiah.^
Zephaniah in no place uses the term shalom T hence we here
find ourselves forced to gather all our information concerning
his ideas of peace from his passages concerning war.
Zephaniah reminds us very much of Amos. Just as Amos saw
I
the approaching armies of the Assyrians and made them the in-
jstrument of punishment on the Day of Yahweh, so Zephaniah saw
khe approach of the Scythians and made the same interpretation.^
The punishment on that Day was to fall both upon Judah and upon
neighboring nations. We Will deal first with the prenouncement
of punishment on Judah,
The punishment of Judah on the Day of the Lord is pronoun-
ced in chapter I. In the opening verses of the chapter the
punishment is world-wide in scope and seems to be more or less
supernatural in nature. Beginning, however, with verse 4,
•
1 Smith, G. A., oP. cit., vol. II, table facing p. xx.
2 Young, op. cit., p. 736.
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Jerusalem and Judah are specifically mentioned, and from verse
I
*1A, onward, the destruction is unmistakably pictured in terms of
h
war and invasion. The fortified cities and lofty battlements
will be of no avail in that day. Destruction by war is coming
because of the sins of Judah.
!
Zephaniah’s pronouncement of destruction up6n the neighbor-
h
i ing nations is found in 2:4-15. The nations denounced are
Fhilistia, Moab, Ammon, Egypt, and Assyria. Because of the fact
that Moab and Ammon were not on the line of the Scythian inva-
sion, and because the verses referring to them, 8-10, are not in
the elegiac measure, the oracle against them is genera.lly re-
garded as a later insertion.^ Verse 15 is questioned as a later
addition^ as is the political hope in verse 1 The climax of
the oracle is reached in the prediction against Egypt and
Assyria. The sword is mentioned but once in the entire passage,
in verse 12, but the general tone of the oracles, and the his-
torical background from which they come, support the -thesis that
Zephanlah thought of the Scythian inva.sion as the means by which
o
[Yahweh would execute His judgment.
I
These two passages have shown that Zephaniah, though
4 Smith, 0. A., op. cit., vol. II, pp. 37f
. ,
48.
5 Ibid., vol. II, pp. 4lff
. ; and Bewer, op. cit., p. 137.
These verses’ are held genuine by Davidson, The Books of Nahum,
Habakkuk
,
and Zephaniah (Hereafter referred to as Nahum , etc,,
to distinguish from the author’s Old Testament Prophecy.), pp.
lOlf. ^
6 Smith, a. A., op. cit., vol. II, p. 65.
7 Bewer, op. cit., p. 137.
8 Robinson, op. cit., p* 174; and Smith, G. A., op, cit., vol.
II, p. 65.
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separated by a considerable period of time from his predeces-
sors, follows them exactly in picturing the invading army as
Yahweh's agent against Judah and the surrounding nations. For
him, then, as for the others, war is not something outside the
divine plan, but peace is .a blessing which Yahweh violates to
punish the nations.
The one picture of peace given by Zephaniah is found in 3:
13. While it can scarcely be called a messianic passage, it is
a picture of the remnant after Yahweh's punishment is over.
This remnant is pictured as a poor and humble people who now
seek refuge in the name of the Lord and do no wrong, with the
result that "they shall feed and lie down, with none to disturb
Q
them. Kuenen denied this picture of the future to Zephaniah,
but most critics find that it has "every mark of genuineness."^*^
Accepting this passage as genuine, the figure here is one of
perfect security from all external evils, permitting the peace-
ful expansion of the community. Zephaniah 's thought of peace
in the future, then, seems to be one characterized by security
and well-being.
A more hopeful- and peacefijl picture of the future is con-
tained in 3il^-20, but like the picture of the future found at
the close of the book of Amos, this is generally denied to
12Zephaniah, and we have to be content with verse 13 as giving
9 Kuenen as cited by Smith, G. A., op. cit., vol. II, pp. 40f.
10 Davidson, Nahum . etc., p. 103; so also Bewer, op. cit., p.
138 ; and Smith, G. A., op. cit., vol. II, p. 71.
11 Davidson. Nahum, etc.. P. 134.
12 Ibid., pp. 103f. ; Robinson, op. cit., p. 175; Bewer, op.
cit., p. I3 S; Kuenen, State, and Sch’.^lly as cited by Smith,
G. A., op. cit., vol. II. pp. 40f.
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us our only tnjstworthy picture of Zephaniah’s thought of peace
in the future.
II. Nahum
The word shalom occurs once in the book of Nahum, in 1:
15. ^ This verse, however, is part of an alphabetic psalm, 1:2-
2:2, which is recogniged by practically all modern scholars as
lA
of post-exilic origin. Therefore we must get all of our in-
formation concerning Nahum’s thought of peace from passages
which do not use the word.
The remainder of Nahum's prophecy, 2:3-3:19, is all along
the same theme, and for our purpose may be considered as a unit,
though it seems to be made up of at least two separate poems,
15the first ending at 2:13. This material dates from either the
siege of Nineveh by Cyaxares in 625 3.G., or from a period
shortly before the fall of Nineveh in 6o6 B.C.^^ Nahum might
well be called the nationalist of the prophets. He sees Nineveh
about to be destroyed by war, and his heart, filled with ven-
geance for his nation’s oppressor, greets its overthrow v;ith
enthusiasm. He sees its fs.ll as a vindication of the justice of
Zahweh upon an oppressing tyrant. It has been said that in
13 Young, op. cit., p. 736.
lA Lods, op. cit., p. 158 ; Eiselen, op. cit., p. A9A; Smith, G.
A., op. cit., vol. II, pp. 8Af. Smith also cites Bickell,
Gunkel, Kautzsch, Kennedy, Budde, and J. M. P. Smith as of
the same opinion. Dissenting from this view is Davidson,
Nahum
, etc., pp. I8ff.
15 Smith, G. A., op. cit., vol. II, p. lOA.
L6 Preferring 625 B.C. is Smith, G. A., op. cit., vol. II, pp.
86f. Preferring 606 B.C. are Davidson, Nahum
, etc., p. 17;
and Bewer, op. cit., pp. 138f.
L7 Bewer, op. cit., pp. 138f.
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taking this attitude Nahum shows himself to be of that group of
I
Prophet patriots who had reverted to the national Yahwism which
I
preceded the eighth century prophetic movement, and that he pic-
itures Yahweh as reconciled v;ith Judah and as making the cause of
Judah His own cause. Perhaps this Judgment is essentially cor-
rect, because Nahum is motiva.ted apparently not because he sees
Assyria as morally condemned before Yahweh, but by the most in-
19
tense hatred of Assyria. Nevertheless, whatever his motive
may be, he is at one with the rest of the literary prophets in
that he sees nothing wrong in attributing to Yahweh the use of
war to destroy a people.
III. Habakkuk
The word shalom occurs nowhere in the prophecies of
20Habakkuk, and we are therefore, forced, as we have been in
other similar instances, to learn all that we can concerning
Habakkuk *s thought of peace from what he has to say concerning
war.
In our treatment of previous prophets we have formed our
opinion by a consideration of pertinent, but isolated, passages.
The problem of interpretation of Habakkuk is such, however, that
this short book does not readily lend itself to this method of
treatment, and we shall consider the various interpretations of
the whole work, except chapter 3, which we regard as having no




20 Young, op. cit., p. 736.
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1
original connection either with the prophet or his utterances,
1
in the hope that we may thereby gain some knowledge of the pos-
sible attitudes toward war and peace taken by Habakkuk.
1
The first interpretation which we shall present is that of
pp pxBudde, one which is followed by George Adam Smith. Accor-
ding to this view the oppressors of Judah in 1:1-4 are an exter-
nal foe, either Assyria or Egypt. 1:5-11 are out of place, and
1:12-17 follows 1:1-14 with a continued description of tyranny
with which Judah is oppressed. Then follows 2:2-4 with Yahweh’s
promise that the Just shall live by faith, after which, 1:5-11,
the Chaldeans are raised up as Yahweh's instrument for the pun-
ishment of the Assyrians.
For our second possible interpretation, we shall follow
24
Efevidson, whose view is representative of the majority of
critics. The injustice and evil complained of in 1:1-4 is the
internal wrong of Judah, social injustice and oppression. The
prophet complains that Yahweh has disregarded evil. The answer
of 1:5-11 is that the fierce Chaldeans will be raised up to
punish the nation by invasion. This, however, rather than sol-
ving the prophet's moral problem, only intensifies it, and in
21 Robinson, Prophecv and the Prophets (Hereafter designated as
Prophecy to distin^juish it from the same author’s Ths
Decline and Fall of the Hebrew Kingdoms.), p. 115: and Smith.
G. A., op. cit., vol. II, pp. 128f.
22 Budde as cited by Davidson. Nahum, etc., p. 50.
23 Smith, G. A., op. cit., vol. II, p. 126.
24 Davidson, Nahum, etc., p. 47.
25 Smith, G. A., op. cit., vol. II, p. 199 cites Pusey, Delit-
zsch, Kleinert, Kuenen, Skinner, Driver, Orelll, Kirkpatrick,
and Wildeboer as holding essentially this view.
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1:12-17, he asks how long this brutal nation is to be allowed to
continue. His answer comes in 2:1-5, where he sees that mora.l
distinction is involved in ultimate destinies, and the righteous
shall live by faith. This is followed by a series of woes in
which the downfall of the Chaldean is predicted.
Both of these interpretations are open to criticism and in-
volve difficulties, and while the second seems preferable to us,
we must admit the possibility of the first.
According to the first interpretation, Habakkuk's thought
of war is similar to that of Nahum's, Judah is oppressed by a
foreign nation, probably Assyria, and Yahweh will raise up a-
nother nation to punish the enemy of his people by war.
If, on the other hand, the second interpretation is cor-
rect, as we believe, then we see our prophet holding a position
which is a considerable advance over Nahum, and indeed, over all
his predecessors. For according to this view, the prophet sees
war coming upon Judah as God's punishment for its sin. But,
rather than solving the moral problem, this war intensifies it,
and the prophet becomes the first to question war, even though
he regards it as Yahweh's act. It would b==^ easy to make a hasty
generalization here and say th'-t our prophet questions war as in
itself immoral, but such a thought is beyond him. He is ques-
tioning the rectitude of a particular war because in it the
faithless and wicked nation is swallowing up one which is more
righteous than itself. Then the prophet sees that the ultimate
solution lies in the fact that he who has "despoiled many na-
bions,
"
and has "violence d one to the land" will be brought to
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nought, while the righteous shall live by faith.
IV. Jeremiah
Without question the greatest of the seventh century pro-
phets was Jeremiah. Up to this point, none of the seventh cen-
tury prophets whom we have studied have used the term s ha lorn .
but in Jeremiah auite a different situation exists. We find in
26
all some seventeen passages where he makes use of it.
In our study of Micah we saw that he made the preaching of




prophets. The same thing is true of Jeremiah, who uses the
term four times, 6:l4; 8:11; 14:13; and 23^17, when speaking of
such prophets. The essential meaning of Jeremiah’s use of the
term in these verses is seen in the fact that in The Bible . An
American Translation, it is rendered "all is well" except in 4:
I
13. Peace in these three passages would seem to be used by the
prophet to indicate the broadest possible blessing and welfare.
Pedersen has said that it is here identical with the "very
,,28
groxvth of life. It would seem likely that the same kind of
jblessing is indicated in 14:13, but here it is contrasted with
the sword and famine, indicating that the prophet thought of
I
peace as a blessing that was destroyed not only by war, but
I
also by famine. This would suggest the importance of prosperity
and material abundance in the prophetic idea of peace.
I
i26 Young, op. cit., p. 736.
'27 Supra, p. 52 .
!28 Pedersen, op. cit., p. 314.
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In 25:37 the word shalom is used in connection with the
familier symbol of the shepherd and the flock: "And the peace-
ful folds are destroyed." To us it would seem that the most
normal interpretation here is that the folds are peaceful in
the sense that all is well with the flock, but Pedersen is prob-
ably right when he points out that the idea of the fertility of
29the flock is involved. This would be in harmony with the last
idea suggested above, that the blessing of peace in prophetic
thought includes material abundance, in which the fertility of
the flock would have a very definite role.
There are a number of places where Jeremiah's use of the
term shalom shows either explicitlv or imPlicitlv that, he is
thinking of peace as a state of well-being for the community,
the city, or the nation. The first of these is 4:10 where the
king, princes, priests, and prophets are horrified and shall
30
say:
"Ah Lord God.' thou has certainly deceived this peo-
ple and Jerusalem, saying, 'All shall be well (shalom)
with you,' when the sword was reaching the lifeT'’^"
Clearly peace is here the blessing of well-being for the people
and city the disruption of which is threatened by war.
In 8:15 and in 14:19 we have two passages which are identi-
3al. Probably we are justified in considering one or the other
of these pa'ssages a repetition, but it is difficult to say which
g9 Ibid., p. 316.
pO The American Standard Revision puts these words into the
1
mouth of Jeremiah. We are here following The Bible. An
American Translation, and Peake. A. 3.. JprPmiain t
p. 120, who so read on the basis of the Arabic Version.
!
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-dcriq eX nee^Qfce'l Xud , 3/ooX^ eriX riXXw XXsw sX lS.fi Xpxfx eenaa 9 rfX
10 yXXIXXTel erlX 1 o ®s5 X sriX XarfX Xuo .aXfrXoq eri nsriw XifsiT yXcfs
XbbX 9 riX rfXXv*- yrrccnsri nX ©cf bXuow eXriT Q2 .bsvXovfifX aX jIooXI eriX
oXXoriqcrrq nX sooeq lo gnXes© Id eriX X ariX ,9Vocf9 beXae^^stJB seBt
1o yXXXXxiel erfX doXrfw rrf .eorraf^nyds XsX'tsXbot eoBuXonX XdguoriX
.eXoi oXXfiXlaJb y*x9V a ev«rf BXyow jfooXI ©rix|
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rioXri’v yaa oX XXuoXIIXB aX XX Xud ^noXXIXeqen b aesssB'eq ©aoriX 1 <|,
.q ,,bldl Qi
eriX oXnX ebncw ©asxlX aXuq fioXaiveJi BnBbnsXB nsoXiorrA ©riT 05
:iA .©JdXG eriT j^.rrXwoXXol sneri en.e ©T' .riaXa-eneX I0 riXyot
,I .Xov ^rf^XceneX , .8 .A ,e:^s9l Ban ^ noXX c XerrsnT n.3oXn:o<5A
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one. Thus Peake, in his note on 8:15, ssys "repeated l^:19b;
,,31perhaps in its original place there, but in his note on 14:
19 he says "auoted from 8 : 15 * Tbe prophet in this passage
is speaking for Judah, saying:
"We looked for prosperity ( shaldm ) , but no
good has come,
For a time of healing, but lo.’ disaster."
While The Bible
.
An American Translation by its translation
makes shalom equiva.lent to prosperity, Pedersen would give it
an even broader connotation. He says that here it comprises
all that the Israelite thought of as "good.
To be considered with these passages, as likewise showing
the close relationship between shalom and all that is good, is
33:9. This verse comes from a nuestionable passage, the whole
of chapter 33 having been denied to Jeremiah. The first part
of the chapter, 1-13, however is recognized, by Smith,
•z
^ •at'7
Lofthouse,^ and Peake^ as Jeremianic material which has been
worked over by a later editor. Therefore, we feel that we can
tentatively accept 33^9 as representative of Jeremiah's thought.
En this verse the nations of the earth are pictured as amazed
It "all the good and all the prosperity ( shalom ) that I will
,
Dring to her (Jerusalem)." The close connection here between
51 Peake, A. S.
,
op. cit., vol. I, p. 162.
152 Ibid., vol. I, p. 204.
^3 Pedersen, op. cit., p. 313 .
54 Welch, Jeremiah
. His Time and His Work, p. 231; also Duhm,
Cornill, and Schmidt as cited by Peake, op. cit., vol. II.
P. 127.
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I Shalom and the good is obvious.
That Jeremiah thought of peace as a blessing bestowed upon
Judah by Yahweh, to be withdrawn by Him at His will, is shown
by his use of shalom in 16:5*
"’For I have withdrawn from this people my good
will ( shfflom ) . ray kindness and pity,
'
is the oracle of the Lord."
The word shalom occurs in two verses, 29:7, 11, of the let-
I
ter which Jeremiah sent to the exiles. The passage is doubted
jl by some, but most commentators recognize in it a substantial
I
I
historical element and feel that it was probably included, in
(
!
Baruch’s biography of Jeremiah.^® The meaning of shalom as wel-
I
I fare is v/ell seen in the first of these two verses:
I
I
"And seek the welfare ( shalom ) of the land to which
I
I have carried you into exile, and pray to the Lord
I on its behalf; for in its welfare (shgldm ) shall
You find your welfare ( shalom ) . "
The second of these verses also uses shalom in the sense of a
blessing, here the fullness of the blessing Implied is perhaps
best conveyed by our word "good", as we have noticed to be the
case in some of the passages considered above:
"'For I know the thoughts that I cherish toward you, ’
is the oracle of the Lord, 'thoughts of good ( shalom )
,
and not of evil... '"
Perhaps the last of the passages in which the prophet’s
use of shalom is such as to connote blessing or well-being for
the city or nation, in this case the former, is 33:6. The wide
implications of the term in this verse and of the kind of
38 Ibid., vol. I, p. 5^.
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well-being which it connotes is suggested by the words that are
used with it, complete recovery, healing, and security. The
verse reads:
"Behold, I will bring them complete recovery and
healing, and will reveal to them abundance of
peace and security."
The use of shalom to designate political peace, that is,
i
freedom from vra.r, is found in two' passages. The first of these'
i
is 28:8,9. The prophet is here in conflict with the prophet
Hananiah. He tells the latter that since it is customary for
prophets to prophecy of war, famine,-^ and pestilence, any pro-!
phecy of peace must be proved by its fulfilment. Very evident-
ly, not only from, the passage itself, but also from its general
context, peace is here used as opposed to war, and we feel that
this was the primary thought in Jeremiah's mind at this time.
Nevertheless, we must not lose sight of the fact that very >ex-
plicitly peace here is not confined to mere absence of wa.r, but
it is also used in contrast v/ith famine and pestilence, indi-
cating that peace is a state of well-being in which the absence
of war is only a part of the total blessing.
Another passage using shalom in contrast to war is 34:5.
Here the prophet is consulting with the king, and warns him
that the city is to be given into the hands of the Babylonians
and that he shall see the king of Babylon face to face, yet
39 In reading "famine" instead of "evil" we are following
Smith, J. M, P., The Bi ble
.
An Ameri can Translation : and
Peake, op. cit,, vol. II, p. 51> who says that this is




Zedekiah is not to die by the sword, but shell die in peace and
is to be buried with his fathers. In other words, the king is
not to die in the war or as a result of the war, but is to die
when he, and his country, is at peace. It is probable that
An
this promise v/as originally conditional, but it plainly
speaks of peace as a condition in contrast to a state of war
and invasion.
In sharp contrast with these passages where shalom indi-
cates the absence of war, is 43:12, where it is used to indi-
cate a complete victory and domination over Egypt by the




renders the word shalom here as "unmolested, " and that G-eorge
Adam Smith, in a free rendering, gives it as "safely, but
the Assyrian is here pictured as unmolested and safe only be-
cause he has completely reduced the land. This is the first
time that we have found shalom used by the prophets in the
sense of safety throught victory and domination over the enemy,
but such an interpretation is consistent with the fundamental
- - 42
concepts involved in shalom.
If the rendering of the American Standard Revision is cor-
rect, 12:5 stands in sharp contrast to the above passage, be-
cause in it peace is not the security which comes from victory,
but the security of the safe land of Judah as contrasted with
40 Smith, J. M. P.
,
op. cit., pp. 153f.
41 Smith, G-. A., Jeremiah
, p. 310.
42 Supra, p. 4,
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the Jungle of Jordan. ^ The preferred reading, however, based




"And if you take to flight in a safe ( shalom ) land.
How will you do in the Jungle of Jordan?"
This rendering lessens the sharpness of the contrast, but does
not destroy it. The land of peace is here identical with the
land which is safe and secure.
Again in 12:12 shalom is again used in the sense of secur-
ity. That this is the meaning here is best seen by quoting the
prophet
.
"For the sword of the Lord has devoured
Prom end to end of the land.
So that no flesh is safe ( shalom ) . "
The desolation of the land has been such that there is no peace,
|
no well-being, no security for anyone, would seem to be the
prophet 's meaning.
Also closely related to the thought implied by shalom in
12:5 is the thought of 30:5» Here again peace is not produced
by war. The latter has produced horror, indeed, as the follow-
ing verses suggest, it is contrary to nature, and peace is, in
contrast to this horror, security.
If 51:56 could be accepted as genuine, we would have the
prophet using shalom in the sense of recompense or reward, a
raea.ning which we have seen to be in harmony with the fundamental
43 Pedersen, op. cit., pp. 320f.
44 Hitzig as cited by Peake, op. cit., vol. I, p. 187.
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It seems probable, however,[ 46
I
concepts implied by the term.
' 4V
!|that this verse could not have come from Jeremiah. '
I
'J7e have in Jeremiah our best opportunity to see how the
i Prophets used the terra shaldm, since he used that term almost
I
twice as many times as all the literary prophets before him had
(lused it together. '.Ve have seen that in the main Jeremiah used
!'
J
i|peace to designate a blessing of well-being and prosperity for i
I'
jthe community, city, or nation. We have found that in Jeremiah^!
Ithought essential elements of this state of well-being were ma- i
I
I
Iterial abundance and the fertility of the flocks, freedom of the I
^state from war, and security. In one instance we found that
j
jjeremiah used the term to designate the peace of the victor,
^mong the literary prophets this usage of the term is unique to
Jeremiah, though it seems to have been a common usage at an
jearlier time. ° Aside from this one instance, the usage of
ishalom by Jeremiah is in complete harmony v;ith the way we have
I
'found it used by his predecessors.
i
: Like all his predecessors, Jeremiah lived and worked in
I
I
crucial times. Like Amos, his early career v/as marked by the
I
appearance of a foe in the North. Like Isaiah, Jeremiah lived
jtnd prophecied through a siege of Jerusalem. Unlike the other
jprophets, he lived to see the city that Isaiah had declared in-
ylolate fall before the enemy and he himself spent his last
I
!
AS Supra, pp. 1, 5.
4? Bewer, op. cit., p. 167; Peake, op. cit.,
and Lofthouse, op. cit., p. 215.
48 Pedersen, op. cit., pp. 320f.
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days in involuntary exile. It was inevitable that during a
forty year career marked by such momentous events the prophet
should have a great deal to say about national policy, and that
much of this should be related to threats of war on the one
hand and to trying to preserve what little peace Judah had left
on the other. Indeed, he had so much to say along these lines
that, as was the case with Isaiah, we sh^ll probably fail to
review some of his statements which relate to our problem, but
we shall strive to find every aspect of his thought affecting
peace.
The first threat of punishment from the North coming upon
Judah is found in the vision of the boiling cauldron in 1:13-
iM, The vision is short, and difficult to interpret, but it
seems clear that Jeremiah sees trouble coming from out of the
North. It is not clear from this vision that the prophet is
here thinking of a real enemy, but if he was, it was probably
the Scythians.
This last statement will not pass unchallenged, however.
Most, if not all, of the oracles of chapter 1-6 deal with a foe
from the North, but it is difficult to positively identify
this foe. Thus Welch finds that there is nothing in the des-
scriptions of the foe from the North that could only have been
uttered by one thinking of the Scythian hordes, and that there
are features in the description which do not agree with the
49 Peake, op. cit., vol. I, p. 84.
50 Smith, J. M. P.
,
op. cit., p. 112.
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eX X6ffqcT^ ©dX +«dX o^'isiv aXdX potT* ti oeio iXcrr ai ul .dX'ioK
’ijidacfo'tq XX ,si5W ©ri T1 Xud .yroeno .Xaen: a To snidiTlxfX ©nsd
.cnaXd.t^;oo ©dx
,i9vewocl ,&egfroXXedor:tJ Xofr XI xv.' jneraXfiXa v’tasi aidT
0 oT £ Xaob loXqj^o To aoXoeno, edX' To ,ISs Jon TI <XaoM




-aao ©dX nX ^uiriXon ei a^edX X«*fix 'abnXT doIsV-^. w'uriT .©oT aXriX
noad B'/iid ^Xno bfuoo J^dX dJzo'^' <^dX irmT soT oriX To anoiXqlioB
oiadj XadX bn 9 ^eo.bnod craXdX'^^oe eriX ?o -cvrtXdnXTX enc Yd fcQT^XXv]
edX ffXiw «©q.3 £i Xofi ob doXdw noXXqiToeeb ©dX n C ae'iirXeeT ©la
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characteristics of that nation which have come down to us. He
also finds nothing in historical evidence to support a conclu-
;
Sion that the Scythians inva.ded Palestine at this period.
I Therefore he follows Volz and #ilke, whom he cites, in reject-
ing the identification of Jeremiah’s foe from the North with
the Scythians, In '-ITelch’s judgment this foe is not to be iden-





Occasionally Chaldeans, who in later years the prophet
I
recognized as the ultimate foe from the North, are thought to
52be referred to here.-^ The early date of these ora.cles, 626
B.C., however, argues against this, for at this date the
Chaldeans had not appeared in this connection,
^Thile few are dogmatic about it, most scholars agree with
Peake as cited above, that the foe in the prophet’s mind was
probably the Scythians.^ The objections to this identifica-
tion raised by Welsch seem to us adequately answered by J. M.
Powis Smith, who says that these oracles were edited later in
Jeremiah’s career and have been supplemented by later hands to
make them apply more closely to the events of the later years.
Closely related to the vision of 1:13-14 is the prose
51 Welch, op. cit., pp. 103f., 126.
52 Hobinson, op*, cit., pp. 198f.
53 Peake, op. cit., vol. I, p. 84.
54 This is the view of Robinson, op. cit., p. 198; Bevver, op.
cit., p. 143; Povah, op. cit., p. 69; and Smith, J. M. P.
,
op. cit., p. 112.
55 Smith, J. M. P.
,




omcle of 1:15-16. Here the foe from the North is pictured as
!
I
I against the gates and walls of Jerusalem and against all the
j
1
cities of Judah because of their apostasy.
j
After a long passage on the apostasy of Israel we come to
ii
il another passage, 2:14-17, where Israel is pictured as being
I
nunished by war because of her neglect of Yahweh. This pas-
!i sage, however, breaks the context and has been regarded as a
il
I
later Insertion by Ewald and Go mill, though these scholars did
!
not question the Jeremianic authorship. Verse 16 almost
I




and the brief subject of Judah to Egypt, which makes it prob-
j
able that the whole oracle dates from a later period in
i
Jeremiah’s career than the bulk of the chapter. ViThatever
i
I
portion of the prophet's career this may come from, and whether
, the Chaldeans, or Egypt is the enemy, one fact is clear, in
!i
r
this Passage Jeremiah is picturing war as the just punishment
of Judah for her neglect of Yahweh.
From 4:5 through chapter 6 we get a group of poetic ora-
I
cles reflecting the Scythian invasion. Of this group of ora.-
I
cles, frequently known as the "Scythian Songs," the first is 4:
gQ
5-8. This ora.cle calls the people together at the fortified
i
I
cities because the "destroyer of nations" is bringing destruc-
I' tion from the North. All because the fierce anger of the Lord
,56 Cornill and. Ewald as cited by leake, op. cit., vol. I, p.
i
72.
157 Peake, op. cit., vol. I, p. 93»
[





I 59 Lofthouse, op. cit., p. 56.
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as ai jro?^ eol: e>[i& .•^l-^lil 'to ©Xb^=T:c
Oii& rx« J3nX.'>33. • r:E dorBsu^eli allew fttrs sov^ss etli ^erris^a
.'^aeiJ’QoqE tIOaXcT *50 ©aujRostJ xififcuL lo
oi oiToo ow lojyial "lO sj-eociE f>riJ no easaaeq anoC ?5 io;t'JA
gniecT 83 oe'in^oiq s* XoaioT eisrfw ,YX~4^I:S ^sgHaasq 'rerf^cnB
- 33CJ eXrfT ,.rf8v;r{sY jo .tosXsan 'xorf lo ©an.eoed tsw bedeinuq
3 63 [)sB»i,33ei rrood a ail d'xec^noo oriJ a.^se'xcf ,i8Vowori ,'83 fi6
0X5 errHjorfoa oe^rfit rfauoiid' ,IXifrfoO &n© vd no^i'i&errX 78it3f
^aorjXf dl OEI9V *".<5Xrfe»!od^yd oXnBXraotpL eilif nci.teeLfp ;tocT
tOf'oXs^lX ^E^fiBlPOL Yo rfiaoXi f>nft (teetof-* erf^ o& a'T©*VQ'i
-do^q il 8e:Isnj doiffw » ci clBbLrl *io itoefduB *^9X^cf sdX ^nQ
r:X &oi'i9q ts^rX « nroiY ©Xosno aXorfw srli. sXcfa
'XSvorfadW ^^.ofo^q-vlo sri^ to :^Xucf 9ri,t nfirfrf’ lee^so a’risicro'iat.
nariiforsw bn« ,c:onl erooo '^.anj eifii 'lasnso a’isriqo^q 9rf^ 'io nolitToq
nl ,'i'59 Xo el ioB'f ©no ©ril al ^o ^snoeblsdO srijf
d-n©."irl8lnuq ^auf. odx es ’law anitulolq al rfalnio'ieL ©sscaciq eirlX
|
.dewrf ay loeXgerr Tsrf *ioY dsbuT, 1o :
-mo olXeoq *io qvo'i^ a ©w d nslqeno rfauo^rf^ RIC^'5 i
-mo ^o qjjo^s eifiX 10 ®^.nole.8vnl nslffXvoB &rlS grri tooXl©'? aeXo
;




b©lllifr:ol ©rfd' cfs 'lOiI^egcX ©rqooq ©rfX eXXao ©Xomo aliiT .8-$
-om^aob ^nl^nl^d at "Bnoil3n lo ©euBt-sd eel^lo
tnoJ Slid lo »i©3rj3 eonsll ©rfcf ©aueoecf rxA .cfcfiol^ ©ril froil rrotcf
.q ,I ,Xov ,.Xlo .qo ,e:fBoa \d beSIo sa feXav/S bna XXlmoD dd
.qy
• *q tl ,Xov ^.^lo .qo ^92[38'5 T?
'
-ICXX .qq «rf Rlg-e«i8T,
,
.A .-0 ,c(Xlffi8 8^
•^c ,.Xlo .qo ,o8L'oillloJ 95
c
has not yet been turned back.
In a prose oracle in 4:11-12 the foe is pictured as coming
as *’a scorching wind from the desert heights" because Yahweh
has pronounced judgment against His people.
Another poetic oracle is found in 4:13-17, where the inva-
ders are pictured as coming with "chariots like a whirlwind,"
and with horses that are "swifter than eagles." Yet there is
hope for Jerusalem, if she v/ill wash her heart of wickedness.
Verse 14, which contains this note of hope, however, is incon-
sistent with the description of the enemy ?=s already coming and
so has been regarded as an interpolation by Duhm and by Erbt.^^
Peake thinks that it was probably not in the original prophecy,
but may have been added by Jeremiah when he dictated the role
the second time. 'kVhatever the real status of verse 14, the
oracle as a whole is clear, punishment is coming swiftly in the
form of an invasion because Jerusalem has rebelled against
Yahweh.
In 4:29-31 we have an oracle which pictures the whole popu-
lation in flight at the approach of the horsemen and archers.
Judah in desperation tries again the harlot’s art, but in vain,
for her enemies are seeking her life.
We have our next allusion to the Scythians as the agents
of punishment in 5^6. This verse is part of a longer poem which
details the moral reasons for the doom with which the people are
60 Duhm and Erbt as cited by Peake, op. cit., vol. I, p. 121.
61 Peake, loc. cit.
62 Robinson, op. cit., pp. 207f.
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.jfosd noed ‘iex pari
SniriToo D^'It/c^oiq ei eot' SI-IC:»^ at slomo oao^q a nl
riewrifiZ eBuPoed "atrisieri :t»x989£) eri,t ircnT 5n,fw gfrjtrio-'tooe a'* as
.olgoeq siH .ter.'lsa.'s ;tn©fTBbu(, baonucaorcq sari
'
-svnl srirf 9T:®riw I'-rruo'!^ ai sIo^tco ojt,teoq 'isriiofiA
” ^tjfiiwJ’Tciriw s 9ifll a^JolTerin'* rid-£w ^laoo Be Jbe^Uwtoiq otb ei9b
el e^eii^ itsY ".bsIsbb n^rirf e-rs ^Bri^ aae-tori ri^lv; bne
. 389nb93lojt% *io d’tseri T9ri riasw lilw oris J1 ^rire fseirrsT, lol eqori
-CfoonI ai ,--i9yowori «9qori e^on sirlif eiila^nco rio/riw ,AJ 9e*i9V
fcna grrinroo g-^. \5iP9n9 erirf *?o noirfqjtrtoBBb 9ri.t"rid-i’w Irrs.+aJts
yd bna. ciricjCI yd lYoI w sloqne^nl ns as bebTisge^ need sari oe
,yeeriqcrrq Isaisl’^o eri^ crl Son yjdsdcnq bbw .-tJt .t.sricf a^InJiriif s:ji'b9*I,
eic'J ba^eJolb eri rrsriw risffrsifjT, yd befibs naod 9vsrf vsr iud
9:1S BBnsv Jo evSeSB Jesi ©ri^ 'i&v9S^riV> bnooes eriS
oris nl \ISJ1y93 ^nitsoo 3l SneaidBlcurq ,is9lo oi ©lori?/ s as ©lof^ro
;tefil^.3 b9ll9do»i esri csJeetnet aaososd nofBBvni ns mol
.rfewrisY
•jjqoq elorlw orirf asnc^oiq riolriw elosno ns ovBri sw nl
.snerions brrs nefnaanori ©rid' lo riosonqqB sri^ is irfgill ni noJtisX
,fT.tsv ftl iv'd ,in.s a’ioXiari ©rii nXage aeini no Ci snaqaeb ni risbyl
’ Qf^
.91 XX neri gni.Xoea e*is EBitren© neri nol
Bifj©3G ©rit Bs gnsXriiyoS srii oi aolevfSB Sxon too ©Trari oV
riold'v fP9oq no.^noX b Ic insq eX eeiev aXriT .c:2 nX in©!rri8in!jq lo
©ns oXqopq eriJ rioXri^ riiXv*,’ rpoob ©rfi nol ancn.sen Xenorf ©rfi eXteieb:
./SX .q ,I .Xov ,.iio .qo yd beiio 3B idnS bns prir/C
,iio .oqI ,©>"99'? Id
.1702 .qq ,>iio .qo ,rioenXcfoH S^j
8T
threatened.
In 5^15“!'^ we have a vivid description of a ’’very ancient
nation” v/hose men are ’’all men of war” being brought upon Judah
by Yahweh. The picture is one of the complete destruction of
the land, and of the battering down v;ith the svrord of the for-
tified cities. Many of the details of this poem have been held
64
to refer to the Chaldeans. Peake, however, argues rather ef-
fectively that in its original form this prophecy belongs to
the period in which the Scythians were the foe, and also, that
all of the details could, have, from Jeremiah’s point of view,
been ascribed to the Scythians. Bewer^^ and Lods^*^ also rec-
ognize the Scythians in this passage.
Another of the Scythians Songs is found in 6:1-8. There
is some question, however, in regard to the authenticity of the
last three verses. The command to besiege the city has been
regarded by Duhm and Co mill as quite unsuitable to the
Scythians, who might take a city by assault but who were un-
ecual to a siege. This would be appropriate to the Chaldeans,
but Comill denies it to Jeremiah because of its unmetrical
68
cha racter. t^Vhatever is done with verses 6-8, which, if taken
63 Smith, G. A., Jeremiah.
Bewer, op . cit., p. 149
64 Smith, G. A.
, Jeremiah.
65 Peake, op . ci t
. ,
vol . I
66 Bewer, op . cit.
,
p. 149
67 Lods, op. cit., pp. l67f.
68 Duhm and Comill as cited by Peake, op. cit., vol. I, pp.
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I' in connection with 1-5 only amplify them, the meaning of 1-5 is
I
t
I clear. The people are to flee from Jerusalem because the pas-
(
I
toral hordes have come up against the city and. will attack it
6Q
: by day or by night, such is their fury. ^
The last of the poems which may be referred to the Scythian
invasion is 6:22-26, It is a picture of a mighty, cruel, and
pitiless nation riding against Zion in battle.
But the disappearance of the Scythians does not mark the
I
cessation of Jeremiah’s prophecy of war upon Judah as punishment
I
,
i for the people s lack of faith in Yahweh. Such an oracle, prob-
i
I
ably dating from an early period in Jehoiakim's reign, is found
1
71
I in 8:14-17. Bewer would refer these verses back to the
Scythian period,"^^ but Peake agrees v^ith J. M. Powis Smith in
making them of later origin. ^ It is a picture of siege and in.-
evitable doom because "the Lord our God has doomed us to death."
i
Another group of oracles of about this same period, being
I
I assigned by Lofthouse to 613 B.C., the year of Assyria’s revi-
74
val, is found in 10:17-25. The text here is very corrupt, and
I
il 7g
,'has been expanded at several places,'-^ but there is no reason to
ii
1 7fi
'deny that it has a Jeremianic ba.sis.' The general picture is
I




jj 69 Lofthouse, op. cit., p. 58.
,70 Smith, G. A., Jeremiah . p. 130.
;71 Smith, J. M. P.
,
op. cit., pp. l48f.
',72 Bewer, op. cit., p. 149.
73 Peake, op. cit., vol. I, pp. l6lf.
|!74 Lofthouse, op. cit., p. 102.
75 Peake, op. cit., vol. I, p. 175.
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from the North and laying waste the cities of Judah. In the
closing verses the prophet begs Yahv/eh to use justice and not
wrath in His punishment, lest they be reduced to nothing.
Verse 25 is to be regarded as a later insertion for it is en-
77
' tirely out of harmony with the temper of Jeremiah.
In 12:7-13 we have another picture of invasion. These
verses are undated, but are generally "believed to reflect the




or 598 B.C. and the description is probably of an actual inva-
I ry O
I




as falling upon Judah since the Lord hates her because she ha.s
j
"lifted up her voice" against Him.
I
i
From 13:15 to the end of the chapter we have a group of
;
oracles of war and of exile, but they do not all come from the
I
I
same period. The first, 13:15-17, probably comes from the reigr
of Jehoiakim, and may have been pa. rt of the roll destroyed by
ii 79
II the king. George Adam Smith thinks that the last verse of
• 8othis oracle was added at a later date. The message of these
verses is that the people must go into captivity because they
ii
are haughty and will not turn to the Lord.
Ii
Coming from a later period than 13:15-17, is 13:18,19, a
!' dirge on the approaching downfall of the king and nueen-mother.
'!
I'
"^vliile Duhm and Rothstein have objected, it is most natural, and
77 Ibid., p. 209; Peake, op. cit., vol. I, pp. 176f.
78 Smith, G. A., Jeremiah
, p. , 210; Peake, op. cit., vol. I, pp.
I87ff
.
79 Peake, op. cit., vol. I, p. 196.
80 Smith, G. A., Jeremiah , p. 212.
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©ff^ nl .riJSbt'I, ’io esWlo ©rf^ Sifesw 3 ni’f'? I ri^'toVl ©rJ^ trcfr'^
1
^ofi &ns 9oli-J3u{, ©eu rfswdsY egsd' d-©riq<yiq erfcf ssenev QCileoIo
.^nliij-ofr beoubez ecf ^sel t^tfenrrfeirroq aiH ni ri^iww
-a© Bt ;ti 'lo'i nol^ioarrl s as bebis^eT ©tf el 5S ostsV
TY
.rf3t.T?e'T9L Ito 'teqrr'9;t srfd* vnocrrsrf to tt/o
oaerfT .aolaavnl to ©^utolq terfJcfr^ evairf ©w fil
9rfif ct 5ev9il9!rJ v.IJ?i’ien93 01s dfjd .betsbffsj ots eeaTev
.0.8 SOc> fii rr fisse-^berioucfell ricbuL no aecoX ;t©X sab^iorf bexlcr
“Svni Xsutos rrs to vXcf3cfoT:q bX noX^tqXioBsb edcf fens .0,8 SQ8 'ic
O
Y*beiuXoiq aX XXv© elo'T .eno J-rrenXranrX n« to nsrfX noie
asri erfs sbusoqcJ "Ofl a9Xa.i MoJ ©riX eonXa rijabuL noqu ^nXXXfit es
1^'
.uilH XeniBas "eoXov 'lerf qn boXtXl"
to q^jm's 3 svBri 9V7 leXqsrfo 9rf,t to bae edJ oX 8X:8X ICON'S
9dX o'lt eroo XXs Xon ob variX XtKf ^sXXxe to bns ts/» to aslos^o
[raXsrf tjrfX cent b0®oo ^;X<f.ac^o^q ^YX-^Xt^lX tXsiXt erfT .boXieq eesa
be':o^Xn9b XXon sriX to Xt sq rrseo' evsif ^sr bns ,cX3(exoX9l- to
ry
to 9Bei9V Xe sX 9dX X^riJ a/IiiLdX fiXiffiS rrsbA 930: osO " .^nXir 9ffX
CP- *OBenX to 933869r sdT '.sXsf) neXsX s Xs bebbs e/i7r slos'xo b/i.'X
YsrlX seusooef YX-*vfXqfio oXnX 03 Xpuc oXqoeq ©rfX XsriX bX aemov
.MoJ ariX cX muX Xon IX iw &ns ^^Xriar/sff e.qs
s ,QX,9 XJ^X bX ,TX-8X:^X nadX boXoieq 'laX^X s mo^t snicroO
.TC9fIXo»i!~n99 ur 5ns a^X>^ adX to XXatfrrob anXrfoscnqqB sriX no ssnXb
6ns ,if?iyX-3n Xaoir bX XX tbaXcof^o'o avsr* nioXadXoH bne c.duG eXXriT^
•«
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pro'ba'bly correct, to assign this oracle to the reign of
8l
Jehoiachin. The oracle predicts the dovmfall of the king and
the complete exile of Judah.
In 13:20-27 we have a long poetic oracle v/hich probably
comes from an early period in Jehoiakim’s reign. ^ It is a
picture of an enemy, Babylon, coming from the North to Judah
because of its many sins.
14:11-18 gives us a picture of Yahweh forbidding the pro-
phet to pro.y for his people because He is determined to punish
the land by sv/ord and famine. Some see in this oracle a re-
flection of the situation after Megiddo, but it is more likely
that it comes after the fall of Jernjsalem to Nebuchadrezzar.^^
84
If 15:1-4 are genuine, they continue the same line of thought.
15:5-9 is an oracle which probably comes from the years
following 601 B.C, vrhen detachments from the Chaldean army and
troups from the surrounding nations were pillaging and destroy-
ing the country, but before the actual siege had commenced. ^5
It tells of the destruction of Jerusalem and its people because
they have cast off Yahweh, and ends:
‘''And the rest of them will I give to the sv;ord
before their enemies, '
is the oracle of the Lord."
A prose oracle in 16:5-9 repeats to us in terms that have
81 Peake, op. cit., vol. I, pp. 196f.
82 Smith, J. M. P.
,
op. cit., pp. 104f.
83 Smith, G-. A., Jeremiah , p. 216.
84 CJuestioned by Smith, G. A., Jeremiah
, p. 217; held genuine,
except for 4b, by Peake, op. cit., pp. 206f.
85 Lofthouse, op. cit., pp. 124f.
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now grown familisr, the threat of exile hecause "your fathers
forsook me and ran after other gods," while you have "heha.ved
I
‘ worse than your fathers."
Punishment by an enemy is again predicted, in 1S:17, the
last verse of a poetic oracle. Here Yahweh v;ill scatter Israel
before the enemy on the day of their doom in just the same v/ay
as men flee for shelter from the sirocco of the desert.®^
! One of the most interesting passages showing that Jeremiah
thinks of war as used of Yahweh for the purpose of inflicting
punishment is found in 18:18-23. Here Jeremiah is complaining
because a plot has been laid against him for defying the lead-
ers of the community. Upon discovering the plot, the prophet
makes a. bitter plea for vengeance. He pleads that Yahweh shall
I
not pardon their guilt, but shall punish them and their house-
I 87
, holds with war.' ' This from the man who has sometimes been
thought of as the first "conscientious objector.'"
Baruch, Jeremiah's Boswell, gives us, in 19:1-9, the ac-
count of the symbolic prophecy where Jeremiah took a clay flask
and, breaking it, predicted that Judah and Jerusalem should fall
O O
! to their enemies because of their apostasy.
i Another Incident, likewise reported for us by Baruch, and
taking place in the reign of Jehoiakira, seems to have taken
place directly after the breaking of the flask. Jeremiah
86 Peake, op. cit., vol. I, p. 233.
87 Lofthouse, op. cit., p. 92.
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repeated his prophecy in the te-nple, thereby getting himself
i
arrested. iVhen the priest released him from the stocks the
next morning, Jeremiah, with emotion which had doubtless been
growing during the uncomfortable night, turned upon him and
' renamed him "Terror-on-every-side. " Then he proceeded to give
I
i meaning to this name by telling the priest thrt he, his friends,
!
I
the entire population, and the treasures of the city would be
carried off to Babylon. Lofthouse thinks that this oracle, 20:






An oracle against an unnamed king occurs in 22:6-9. The*
I
first two verses of this oracle are in poetry and there is no
i reason to question their Jereraianic authorship, though its pre-
,
cise date cannot be determined. The prose addition, on the
other hand, is generally regarded as a late insertion. The
I
authentic oracle warns that the house of the king will be made
!
j





Along with the oracles against rulers in chapter 22, there
(
I
is one, 20-23, against some woman, most likely Yehushtan, moth-
91
er of Jehoiachin. Because she has failed to listen to the
j!
II warnings in times of prosperity, and because of all her wicked-
i
ness, she shall see all her friends and neighbors driven into
|i
r 89 Lofthouse, op. cit., p. 120.
1
90 Bobinson, op. cit., p. 212; and Peake, op. cit., p. 252.
I
91 Robinson, op. cit., p. 213. Smith, G. A., Jeremiah
, p. 224,
; makes this oracle part of the following one, and holds that
I
it is addressed against Jehoiachin.
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exile, pnd she herself will groan with pain.
The fate of Coniah, or Jehoiachin, is announced in 22:2A-
j
i
30. There are two oracles here, the first, in prose, 24-27,
announces that the king, together with his mother, will be
turned over to Nebuchadrezzar, king of Babylon, and that both
i
of them shall die in exile. The poetic oracle, 28-30, repeats
I
this threat, and adds that Jehoiachin shall die childless, with
92
no successor to sit upon the throne. of Judah.
Much critical discussion is raised by the long oracle con-
tained in 25 j 1“14. This is not the place to go into a detailed
discussion of the critical problems involved. Sufficient it is
for us to say that most critics recognize a large Jeremianic
Q-Z
element in it. Bewer recognizes as genuine 1-11. Lofthouse
94
accepts 1-10. Peake rejects verses 4, 7, 11b, 12, 13c, and
95
14. G-eorge Adam Smith accepts .as genuine 1-11 and perhaps
9613a. This oracle is dated in the year 605 B.G., the year in
which Nebuchadrezzar defeated Bgypt at Cha rchemis’h. In it the
prophet repeats the charge that his people have refused for
twenty-three years, certain now that the Chaldeans were the
Northern enemies that he had announced so long and ths.t Nebu-
chadrezzar was Yahweh’s servant who by war and exile would pun-
ish Judah .for its disobedience.^"^
92 Peake, op. cit., vol. I, pp. 258f.
93 Bewer, op. cit., pp. 154f.
94 Lofthouse, op. cit., p. 128.
95 Peake, op. cit., vol. II, pp. 3ff.
96 Smith, G. A.
,
Jeremiah, p. 179.
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Another account coming from 605 B.C., the year of the fall
of Egypt at Charcheraish, is found in chapter 56. This is the
story of the writing of the scroll and the reading of it, both
in the temple and before the king, who burned it. The verses
that interest us are 29-31, for they tell us that the roll
announced the destruction of the land by the king of Babylon.
These verses then threaten again the destruction of Judah and
Jerusalem, but more especially, the king and his line, because
they have refused to listen. There are difficulties connected
with this passage, and it is rejected by Duhm and others, but
the fact that the pmphecy was not litera.lly fulfilled tells
gp
against the viev/ that it is an editorial insertion.
Me turn now from the oracles of the years between the
Scythian threat and the siege, and examine those passages com-
ing from the time of the Chaldean siege which reveal that the
prophet considered war as a punishment from the Lord. The
first such passage is 21:1-10. This account comes from the be-
ginning of the siege. The king sends a delegation to Jeremiah
asking for the word of Yahweh. Jeremiah ansv/ers to the effect
that the city and king shall fall into the hands of Nebuchad-
rezzar, Yahweh himself fighting on the side of the enemy.
A second oracle against Zedekiah, this time not sought by
the king, but evoked by the progress of the Chaldean arms, is
found in 3^:l-7. Its genuineness is supported by the
98 Peake, op. cit.. vol. II, p. 159.
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T
unfulfilled promise of a peaceful death for Zedekiah,^^ though
this promise in its original form was most likely contingent
upon the unconditional surrender of the king.^^^ The main
Point of this oracle is the same as we have found so often,
the city is being given by Yahweh into the hand of the king of
Babylon,
Coming from the period of the temporary lifting of the
siege is 34:8-22, of which verses 20-22 especially concern our
study. During the siege the slaves had been released in ac-
cordance with the long neglected law, but with the lifting of
the siege the slaves were again pressed into service, with the
result that Yahweh will give the land to the enemies, who will
destroy and make desolate the cities of Judah.
From this same period comes 37:1-10, which is an account
of the deputation sent by the king to the prophet. The latter
warns that the relief is but temporary, and that the Chaldeans
are returning to destroy the city. Of this oracle, verses 1
and 2 are probably editorial, and there are editorial touches
throughout, but on the whole it is trustworthy.^*^^
Because of a charge of desertion, Jeremiah found himself
under arrest, at which time the king came to him, this time
personally. This interview is reported in 37:17-21. In answer
to the king's question, ”ls there any word from the Lord?,"
99 Smith. 0. A. , Jeremiah, p, 269.
100 Peake, op. cit., vol, II, p. 136; see also Smith, J. M. P.
,
op. cit., pp. 153f.
101 Smith, J. M. P.
,
op. cit., p. 154.
102 Peake, op. cit., vol. II, pp, l60f.
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Another passage which distinctly shows that Jeremiah
!
i thought of Yahweh as responsible for the giving of the city to
j
' the king of Babylon is found in 32:1-5. This passage purports
ii
to represent the situation in the last year of the siege. It
ii
jj




While in all other places the king is as friendly to the pro-
j
phet as he dare be, the real source of Jeremiah's imprisonment
'! being the nobles. Therefore most scholars agree that this pas-
I
sage must be regarded as an editorial supplement
j!
'^e have here surveyed thirty-seven oracles, the grea.t ma-
I




These oracles have come from all phases of his career, from the
!!
;j
time of the Scythian threat, from the intervening years, and
ii
I
from the time of the fall of Jerusalem at the hand of Babylon. i
i
I




has thought of the war, captivity, or exile which he has pro-
I
nounced as the just punishment of Yahweh upon an apostate peo-
I
pie. It is true, especially in the early years, that Jeremiah
jl
I
often thought of Yahweh 's punishment as coming by some means
(
; other than war, but even Welch, who gives an eschatological in-
I
j
terpretation to these early years, says that the prophet's
I
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irresistible artny.'^^^ After the fall of Nineveh, Jeremiah is
||
unwavering in his conviction that Babylon is Yahv/eh’s chosen
















preserved. We see, therefore, that in Jeremiah's thought therej
ij is nothing inconsistent about a God who uses war to execute His*
I

















ish Judah, but like Amos, Isaiah, and Zephaniah, he thought
j!
ij tha.t war was also used of God to punish foreign nations. The
ii
!|
first passage showing this aspect of the prophet's thought is
I! . I









of Yahweh and make certain nations drink of it "because of the
*1
ij sword which I am sending amcng them." This passage raises
'!
'! serious critical problems, and has been denied by such scholars
ij
: as Schwally, G-i esebrecht , and IXihm,^^^ largely on the basis
J









105 Welch, op. cit., p. 98.
Ij
106 Calkins, Raymond, Jeremiah the Prophet . pp. 307f.
li 107 Supra, p. 83.
ii 108 Cited by Peake, op. cit., vol. II, pp. 5f.
I
109 Cited by Smith, G-. A., Jeremiah, p. 182.
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later style and thought. It seems better, however, to recog-
'nize with Peake and George Adam Smith that the passage is
!• based on a genuine element which has undergone editorial expan-
(
‘sion.-^ '^he latter thinks that the nations which were includ-
,ed in the original were Judah, Egypt, Askalon, Gaza, Skron, the
!l
j




jin Arabia," all of v^om were affected by the Chaldean terror.
1
Most of the oracles against foreign nations found in our
jjbook of Jeremiah are gathered together in chapters 46-51.
jjThese oracles have been the center of a considerable amount of




i'universally denied to have any Jereraianic basis. All of
j
I' I
(them have been denied to Jeremiah by Stade, Wellhausen, and
! IlljDuhm. The oracle against Egypt is contained in chapter 46.
Ij
’’The first 12 verses of this oracle are accepted as substantially
'genuine by Peake, Eiselen,^^^ and Bewer.^^^ Chapter 4? is ;!
ij
!




jjhaving a Jeremianic basis by most of those who recognize a
|




.oracle on Moab is found in chapter 48. The very length of this
j
jjllO Peake, op. cit., vol. II, p. 6; and Smith, G. A., loc, cit.
|111 Smith, G. A., loc. cit.
;112 Bewer, op. cit., p. 155; Elselen, op. cit., p. 273; and
Peake, op. cit., vol. II, p. 212.
,|ll3 Stade, ".fellhausen, and Duhm as cited by Peake, loc. cit.
|il4 Peake, op. cit., vol. II, p. 214.
i'115 Siselen, loc. cit.
ill6 Bewer, loc. cit.
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oracle and its dependence upon other oracles makes it highly
11 o
questionable, though Peake and Siselen both feel that it
119has a genuine nucleus. Chapter 49 contains oracles against
Ammon, Edom, Damascus, Arab tribes, and Elam. Like the others,
these oracles have all been subject to considerable expansion,
120but are believed by many scholars to have genuine nucleuses.
Most, if not all, o"^ the genuine material in these oracles
against the nations date from the fourth year of Jehoiakim, the
year of the battle of Garchemi sh. Certainly a most natural
time for Jeremiah to announce Nebuchadrezzar as Yahweh’s agent
against the nations.
Baruch has preserved for us, 23:9-13, the story of a sym-
bolic prophecy in which Jeremiah announces that Yahweh is send-
ing Nebuchadrezzar to punish and purge the land of Egypt. This
prophecy against Egypt is not open to the same critical doubts
j
as have been the other prophecies against foreign nations which
122
we have reviewed.
This review of Jeremiah’s utterances against foreign na-
tions has shown us that while there is much controversy as to
just how much of the material originated with Jeremiah, we may
|
say with some confidence that Jeremiah thought of Yahweh as
118 Lofthouse, op. cit., p. 49; and Peake, op. cit., vol. II, :
p. 226. !
119 Peake, op. cit., vol. II, pp. 226f.; and Eiselen, loc. cit
120 The summary of critical opinion on these passages is best






121 Ibid., p. 223.
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92
using war not only to punish Judah, but also to punish foreign
(i
I'
nations. This supports the conclusion which vie reached after
i'
!j
surveying the pronouncements of war upon Judah. Jeremiah
||
thinks of national peace as a divine blessing contingent upon
ji
the will of Yahweh.
;
Like Hosea and Isaiah, Jeremiah adopted an "isolationist
policy" in that he v;as strongly opposed to foreign alliances.
The first passage reflecting this point of view is 2:18:
I
"Now what business have you on the road to Egypt,
To drink the water of the Nile?
Or wh?t business have you on the road to Assyria,
To drink the water of the River?"
j
I
The prophet here is not condemning the turning to foreign gods
|!
jl so much as he is condemning political alliances, though these
I
! political alliances, to the prophet, represented distrust of
i Yahweh.
il
|! The same essential message is repea.ted in 2:36-37, where,
!
j
added to the condemnation of the seeking of alliance with Egypt
|j





1 After the defeat of Egypt at Garchemish in 605 B.C. there
1
I
seems to have been a tendency to seek an alliance with Babylon,
|i
jl
against which Jeremiah protested in 4:30. The passage in which
|i verse 30 is nov; found is one of the Scythian Songs, but this
j'
|i verse does not suit the Scythians, and is generally thought to
| be the Babylonians. Though Judah woos Babylon, it is about to
j
123 Smith, H. P.
,
op. cit., p. 1?0.
'j 124 Robinson, op. cit., p. 202.
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A very similar passage is found in 13:21. Judah has wasted
jjher time trying to woo Babylon for her friend, for that power is
'soon to be set over them. This passage, likewise, probably
comes from the reign of Jehoiakim, after 605
After Judah became subject to Babylon, however, Jeremiah
I
opposed those foreign alliances which were proposed in an
attempt to regain freedom. His attitude here is best seen in
chapters 27 snd 28, which relate the symbolic prophecy of the
wearing of the yoke. During the reign of Zedeklah, in 593 B.C.,
jjthere was a movement to combine the states of Edom, Moab, Ammon,
i
:|Tyre, Sldon, and Judah in a league against Babylon. Representa-
!i
itives of these nations were gathered in Jerusalem to bring
iZedeklah into the alliance. Public opinion seems to have been
divided, but a very strong group headed by the priesthood and
ithe prophetic group represented by Hananlah, seem to have favor-
i ed the alliance. 127 Jeremiah appeared wearing a yoke and char-
jiged whatever nations would not put their necks under the yoke of
I
iiBabylon would be destroved bv Babylon. Ha.nanlah, claiming to
II
...
jispeak also for Yahweh, broke the yoke, predicting that the yoke
‘i
''Of Babylon would so be broken within two years, but the next day
ll
j<
i!Jeremiah again reiterated his prophecy, this time wearing a yoke
'of iron.
125 Smith, G-. A., Jeremiah, p. 117; and Peake, op. cit., vol. I
, P. 125.
1126 Smith, G. A., Jeremiah
, p. 213; and Peake, op. cit., vol. I
P. 197.
1127 Loehr, op. cit., p. 100; and Welch, op. cit., p. 199.
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Very closely related to Jeremiah’s opposition to foreign
alliances was his advocacy of desertion to the enemy during the
siege. This is first seen in 21:1-10^^® v/here in an interview
with the king at the opening of the siege Jeremiah tells the
king th?t there is before him a way of life and a way of death,
and that the former is by surrendering to the Chaldeans. He
that stays in the city shall die, but he who surrenders shall
live.
As we have already noted, it is quite probable that the
promise of a peaceful death for Zedekiah, contained at the
close of the oracle found in 34:1-7, was originally conditional
upon his surrender to Babylon.
That Jeremiah's advocacy of desertion was well known is
suggested by the fact that, during the temporary lifting of the
siege when Jeremiah found it necessary to leave the city to
look after some property, he was arrested at the gate under the
charge that he was deserting to the enemy. The account of
this incident is preserved in 37:11-16.
The command to desert to the Chaldeans is again given in
38:2, an oracle spoken while Jeremiah was confined in the guard-
court. This verse has been questioned by Duhm and Co mi 11, but
G-eorge Adam Smith, after citing their objections, effectively
argues for the genuiness of the verse.
128 Supra, p. 86.
129 Loc. cit.
130 Smith, G. A., Jeremiah
, p. Ao.
;131 Ibid., p. 277.
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In the secret interview with the king reported in 38:14-
22, we find Jeremiah again urging the king to surrender to the
j
Chaldeans on the plea thpt it is the only escape from destruc-
I tion.




Jeremiah one of their own because of his isolationist policv
I
and because of his advocacy of allegiance to Babylon and of his
refusal to support the war even after the city was besieged.
We have seen, however, that Jeremiah believed in war as divine
punishment either upon Judah or upon foreign nations, and hence
it is erroneous to think of him as a pacifist. His distrust in
these normal methods of defense was really based on his belief
that war was the act of Yahweh, for he held that these means of
defense were ineffective because the invading agent was
Yahweh 's agent, and the only salvation lay in a return to Him.
When we look for Jeremiah's thought concerning peace and
the future, we find that there is but one passage of messianic
significance, 23:5-6, and that its authorship is questioned.
Skinner says that evidence for its authenticity is about evenly
divided, but that its form and its subdued colors are not in-
consistent with the way in which Jeremiah elsewhere depicts the
future blessedness of Israel. Peake, after telling us that
it is denied to Jeremiah by Duhm, Volz, Marti, and others, and
claimed for him by Giesebrecht, Pbthstein, and Co mill, accepts
it as authentic
. The picture of the Messiah which Jeremiah
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gives us is not that of a warrior king, but of a pious ruler
who maintains righteousness and is the mediator of divine secur>
ity to his people.
Concerning the non-messianic pictures of the future,
Houghton has said that some of the most beautiful Ideals of the
perfect state are Jeremiah's, and cites 31tlO~l4; 32:38-41; and
31:23,25. ^ might also add that chapters 30 and 33 are
likewise concerned with the future, but were probably left out
by Houghton because of their doubtful authenticity which we
will discuss later.
The picture of the future state found in 3lJlO-l4, however,
is denied to our prophet by most authorities because of its
marks of relationship to Deutero -I saiah and the post-exilic
period.
The passage cited by Houghton from chapter 32 would seem to
us to begin with verse 37 Instead of verse 38. This passage,
32:37-41, is taken by Peake to refer back to the New Covenant
and he accepts it as from Jeremiah. This passage tells us of
the return of Judah from exile and of the people living in se-
curity because they are follov/ing Yahweh's everlasting covenant.
The third passage which Houghton accepts, 31:23,25, is a
prophecy of restoration to Judah. It pictures a restored pros-
perity. The passage is highly questionable, being denied to the
134 Skinner, op. cit., pp. 3l8f.
135 Houghton, op. cit., pp. 319f.
136 Welch, op, cit., pp. 226f
, ;
Peake, op. cit., vol. II, p. 88
137 Peake, oP. cit., vol. II, p. 125.
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prophet by Peake, who is ordinarily rather conservative in his
denials.
Promises of return and security are found in chapter 30,
but the whole chapter is very questionable. Lofthouse accepts
it as basically genuine. '.7elch rejects 12-17.^^*^ Pea.ke,
after a careful consideration of critical opinion, rejects the
lAl
whole chapter, and we are inclined to agree with him. If it
is accepted, it paints a picture of Judah and Israel returned,
living in freedom, security, and prosperity.
Chapter 31» outside the two passages discussed above, is
largely concerned v.dth the future. The whole of this chapter
T Zip
is accepted by Lofthouse as essentially Jeremianic. Jelch
accepts all except 7-1^ and 35-37.^^^ Peake accepts 2-6, 15-
iZjZi
22, and 31-3^. Again we are impressed with the care of
Peake’s analysis and are inclined to accept his opinion as cor-
rect .
2-6 is a prophecy of return for Israel. Its essential
elements are the prosperity of the vineyards and the worship of
Yahweh on Zion.
15-22 tells of the repentance of Ephraim and of his restor-




139 Lo fthouse. op. cit., p. 213.
140 'Velch, op. cit., pp. 226f.
I4l Peake, op. cit., vol. II, pp. 68ff
142 Lo fthouse. loc. cit.
143 "ilelch, loc . cit
.
144 Peake, op. cit., vol. II, pp. 80ff
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31-3^ is the great section dealing with the New Covenant.
It pictures 6 . time when Israel and Judah shall live v/ith the
law of Yahweh written on their hearts. They sha.ll all know the
Lord, and sin will be no more. Such a state would be a com-
plete utopia if it could ever be realized.
Chapter 33 is concerned almost entirely with pictures of
restoration, but, except for 4-9, it is rejected by Peake,
and by Welch and Lofthouse without reservation.
We see from this review that any statement in regard to
Jeremiah’s thought concerning the future rests on very question
able passages, but we are probably Justified in saying tha.t he
thought of peace in the future as resting upon a return to
Yahweh under the New Covenant and that this peace would be mark
ed by security, righteousness, and prosperity. There seems to
be no mention of Israel’s relation to other nations in this fu-
ture, except that Israel is to be free politically. It is pri-
marily the picture of a well-ordered commonwealth enjoying the
blessing of Yahweh.
V. Ezekiel 1-24
Having discussed in our int roduction^^"^ the critical basis
for including Ezekiel 1-24 in a study of pre-exilic prophets,
we turn our attention first to those passages in which our pro-
phet, v/ho, from our point of view, was a contemporary of
145 Ibid., vol. II, pp. 128ff.
146 Welch, op. cit., p. 231; and Lofthouse, op. cit., p. 176;
also see supra, p. 69.
14? Supra, p. vii.
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: Jeremiah in Jerusalem, uses the word shalom « The first use of
TAPthis term occurs in 7 j 25. This verse occurs in the last of
a series of five oracles of doom upon Jerusalem. The picture
of the turning over of Jerusalem to the destruction of the ene-
my has been given:
“Therefore I will bring in the worst of the nations,
and they shall take possession of their houses; I
will also silence the stronghold on which they prided
themselves, and their sanctuaries shall be profaned.
Panic shall come; and they shall seek peace, but in
vain.
“
The v/hole context here suggests that peace is here being con-
trasted not only to war, but also to the general state of panic
which has grown’ up out of the mr.
The only other place where the term is used in the pre-
exilic portion of our prophet is in chapter 13, where it occurs
14Qtwice, in verses 10 and 16. The use of the term here is in
relation to the message of the false prophets, and the phrase in
which it occurs in verse 10 is parallel with that of Jeremiah 6:
14, except that the latter repeats shalom .^^*^ The mea.ning of
the term here, as we found in Jeremiah, is welfare. The false
prophets have been prcphesying peace, welfare, prosperity, while
in reality Yahweh is about to let loose his fury upon Jerusalem.
The idea of safety and security was essential to and involved in
!
I
the idea of welfare. Freedom from war is, then, here implied,
!





1148 Young, op. cit., p. 736.
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149 Loc. cit.
150 Supra, p. 67.
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Thus we find that in the two instances in which we have
the term shalom used by Ezekiel, he used it with the identical
thought held by his predecessors. It is used primarily to de-
signate a state of well-being and prosperity, of which freedom
from panic and from war are important, but negative, aspects of
T
a gree.t positive ideal.
We now turn to those passages in which we learn of the pro-
phet’s thought concerning war. Like his predecessors, Ezekiel
thought of Yahweh coming to destroy Jerusalem. The pre-exilic
material is practically all of this nature, and much of it pic-
tures the destruction as coming through war. The first such
passage is 4:1-3. This is an account of a symbolic prophecy of
the siege of Jerusalem in which the prophet built up a miniature
siege against a trs-cing of the city of Jerusalem which he ha.d
made on a clay brick.
The second such symbolic pix^phecy is reported in 4:4-17.
This pictures the prophet lying on his side and eating scant ra-
tions, symbolic of th© siege of Jerusalem, and eating unclean
food, symbolic of the exile. Parts of this passage are open to
question, verse 6 being questioned by Hemtrich^^^ and verse 7
by Cornill. Either of these verses can be omitted, however,
without seriously affecting this account so far as it concerns
our problem. The account clearly shows that Ezekiel expected
Yahweh to punish Jerusalem by war and exile.
151 Herntrich, as cited by Harford, op. cit., p. 30.
L52 Cornill, as cited by Lofthouse, Ezeki el
. p. 78.
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5:1-'^ gives us a third account of symbolic prophecy. In
this passage we have the dividing of the hair into three parts,
symbolizing the destmjction of the people of Jerusalem by the
siege, the sword, and the exile.
In the remainder of chapter 5 we have the first of a series
of five prophecies consequent upon the three symbolic actions
mentioned above. These verses, 5“17, have been rejected by
153Hemtrich, but are accepted by those who follow the older
154
view. If these verses are accepted, they simply reinforce
the message of the symbolic prophecies, predicting the destruc-
tion of Jerusalem by famine, siege, and exile because of her
sins
.
6:1-10 gives us the second of the series of five prophecies
mentioned above. This passage announces the destruction of the
mountians and, almost incidentally, the cities of the land by
war. The emphasis here is placed primarily upon the mountains,
since they were the places of worship and the reason for the de-
struction here pronounced is the apostasy of the people. Verses
8-10 add to the threat of wa.r that of exile, but these verses
155
are not accepted by Hemtrich.
The third prophecy of this series is found in 6:11-14.
This passage is denied to Ezekiel by Hemtrich, but is ac-
cepted by those who follow the more conventional view, though
153 Hemtrich, as cited by Harford, loc. cit.
154 Redpath, op. cit., pp. 22f
. ; Cooke, op. cit., pp. 58ff
.
;
and Lofthouse, op. cit., pp. 8lff.
155 Hemtrich, as cited by Harford, loc. cit.
156 Loc. cit.
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Lofthouse does mention surprise at finding these recapitulatory
1R7passages.. If the passage is accepted, it is simply a reca-
pitulation of the cha.rge of apostasy and threat of punishment
by war found in 6:1-10.
The last passage of this series which concerns us is 7:5-
27. The passage is difficult, having been accepted by Herntrich
but only as "hopelessly corrupt. "^58 v@j,geg 5-13 are especially
difficult, because of 'the way in which they echo one another,
and are held by Cooke to be a grcup of short oracles on the im-
mediacy of the doom which ha.ve been inserted to preface the more
detailed passage in 14-27.^^^ The latter part of the oracle de-
tails the siege, the slaying with the sword of him who is in the
open field, and the death of those in the city f]?om the famine
and pestilence which attend the siege. The prophecy closes with
an announcement of the profaning and looting of the temple, and
a description of the panic which shall prevail in the city.
Though the intervening passages are not free from threat of
punishment, the next passage which sees punishment coming by war
is 11:1-13. It seems that in ancient Judah, as today, a build-
ing boom was taken to indicate a feeling of prosperity and se-
curity. Ezekiel comes upon a group of twenty-five "realtors" at
the city gate planning to build houses, and proceeds to predict
the destruction of the city by the sword. Cf this passage
»
157 ,Lofthouse, op. cit., p. 57; see also Redpath, op. cit., p.
58; and Cooke, op. cit., pp. 71f.
158 Hemtrich, as cited by Harford, loc. cit.
159 Cooke, op. cit., p. 75 .
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Hemtrich accepts as genuine only 1-7, 11a, and 13,^^*^ but this
makes little essential difference, since the verses that he
omits only make more explicit the punishment and tell us that it
I is coming because they have not obeyed the statutes of Yahweh.
The first of the two prophecies predicting exile by symbol-
ic action is recorded in 12:1-16, The prophet is commanded to
dig a hole through the wall and carry out his baggage as one go-
ing into exile, as an omen that those who are saved from the
sword, famine, and pestilence shall be carried into Babylon.
A second prophecy of the same nature, also accompanied by
symbolic action is preserved in 12:17-20. Here we are told that
the desolation, which is to come to all the inhabited cities, is
the result of the lawlessness of the land. The eating of bread
I
with quaking and the drinking of water with anxiety is symbolic
of the famine and distress that will ensue upon the captivity.
In 14:12-23 we find the pronouncement that the sin of
Jerusalem is such that even though Noah, Daniel, and Job, three
symbols of righteousness, were in it, it could not be saved.
Four possible methods of punishment are mentioned, sword, famine,
wild beasts, and pestilence. In each case the result would be
the same, the destruction would be complete, and only the right-
eous themselves would be saved.
A long allegory of Jerusalem as an unfaithful spouse is
found in chapter 16. The portion of this allegory which here
interests us is 35-43, for here Yahweh is pictured as bringing
160 Hemtrich, as cited by Harford, loc. cit.
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”l will hand you over to your lovers they shall
bring an assemblage of people against you, who shall
stone you and slash you with their swords; and they
shall bum your houses, and execute judgments upon
you. . . .
"
The allegory of the eagles and the vine, and its interpre-
tation, is found in 17:1-24. The first eagle is the king of
Babylon, who had established Zedekiah on the throne, and the
second eagle is Egypt, to whom Zedekiah had appealed, an act
which was certain to bring down the vengance of Babylon. The
interpretation of the allegory, which is in prose, has been re-
garded as secondary bh H^'lscher, but it is more reasonable to
treat the passage as a whole. The essence of the prophet’s
message here is thst Judah must go into exile in Babylon because
he has broken his covenant by appealing to Egypt. The prophet
sees this not so much as the punishment of Babylon for the vio-
lation of what we would think of as a treaty, but as the punish-
ment of Yahweh for the violation of His covenant.
As it now stands, chapter 19 contains two poems of lament
for the Royal princes. The second poem, verses 10-14, is denied
to Ezekiel by H6'lscher^^^ and, while held genuine, is placed
1 ^4
after the exile by Cooke. Either of these views places the
second poem outside our consideration. The first Poem, which
comes from the general period 592-1 B.G., is concerned with the
fate of Jehoahaz and Jehoiachin. The mother, contrary to the
162 Cooke, op. cit., pp. I8lf.
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164 Cooke, loc. cit.
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general view, Is Judah person! fied.^^^ '.Vhile it is true that
Jehoahaz was led to Egypt as a result of the clamor of the na-
tions against him, and that Jehoiachin was led to Babylon under
the same circumstances, the wars are simply refered to as his-
toric facts in the poem, and there is nothing to tell us. how the
prophet regarded them. What does interest us here is that in
the case of both princes the prophet lauds them because
"He learned to catch the prey,
mankind he devoured."
In the case of the second, this is expanded to
"He ravaged their palaces,
and their cities he laid waste;
The land was awed and all who were in it,
at the sound of his roaring."
It is clear that rether than condemning war, our prophet is here
lauding the princes for their aptitude in the art.
While most probably written as separate oracles, 20:45-21:
32 is concerned with the same subject, fire and sword, and may
best be considered as a unit. The passage opens, 20:45-48, with
a prose account of a divine command given to Ezekiel to face the
south and to prophecy destruction by fire against the forest
land of the south. The prophet complains tliat already he is
spoken of as a "maker of allegories." In answer to this com-
plaint, the prophet is told, 21:1-7, to prophesy against
Jerusalem to the effect that Yahweh has unsheathed his sword
against all flesh from south to north. This is followed by the
"Song of the Sword," 21:8-17, a moving poetic outburst in which
165 Loc. cit.
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jthe prK)phet pictures something of the havoc which the sword will
I
jjmahe. The next passage, 21:18-27, identifies this sword with
1 !|:the sword of the king of Babylon, and tells of the capture of
i;Jerusalem because of "your flagrant transgressions," This is
i!
Iifollowed by a passage in which the same sword is unsheathed a-
gainst the Ammonites, 21:28-32, but this passage, while it may
be from Ezekiel, is best taken as coraing'Trom after the fall of
Jerusalem
Another allegory is found in chapter 23, where Samaria and
Jerusalem are represented as two adulterous sisters. The pas-
sage of this allegory which interests us is 22-27, because in it
six different nations are pictured as coming against Jerusalem in
war because of the political coquetry in which she has induldged.
It is most interesting to note the reaction of the prophet
on the day that the ^bylonians invested Jerusalem. This record
is contained for us in 24:1-14. On that day Yahweh gave to the
prophet an allegory in v/hich Jerusalem was compared to a filthy
Pot which could not be cleansed. Therefore Yahweh is now going
to expend his fury upon Jerusalem, and will not relent until it
is punished in accordance with its v^ys. Ezekiel, judging from
this passage, must have thought of the invasion as the wrathful,
but justified, punishment of Yahweh.
This review has shown us that there is for Ezekiel no ques-
tioning of the moral rectitude of the punishment which Babylon
166 Cooke, op. cit.
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is ‘bringing upon Judah such as we found in Zephaniah.^^"^ Like
Jeremiah, he thinks of war as the just punishment which Yahweh
is bringing upon Judah and Jerusalem for its apostasy and its
"harlotry.” We find that, far from making any condemnation of
v/ar, in one place he actually commends tv/o princes for their
aptitude and skill in war. This Is something that we have found
in no other prophet, though the attitude toward 'mr which it
reveals is not so far removed from that which Jeremiah revealed
when he prayed for Yahweh to punish his personal enemies by
war. Ezekiel frequently referred to the sword, famine, and
pestilence in the same passage, suggesting that war is for him
in the same category as these other disasters which we of today
think of as natural evils. All three were for Ezekiel methods
by v/hich Yahweh might violate, for punitive reasons, peace,
which was for him equivalent to well-being.
We have two passages in which Ezekiel protests military
alliances with foreign powers. The first of these is found in
17^1-24. In this passage Ezekiel protests the move to break the
covenant under which Babylon had established Zedekiah by sending
"Ambassadors to Egypt, asking for horses and a strong array." As
we have already noted, this protest is based largely on a reli-
gious, rather than a political, basis. It is not so much the
breaking of the covenant v/ith Babylon, or the sending to Egypt
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1(breaking of the covenant made with Yahweh.
i
;
The second passage which protests political alliances is
: found in 23:1-27. This passage, which is the allegory of the
;tvro adulterous sisters, brings to our mind the allegory of chap-
iter 16,^^^^ but the seductions in thst passage were religious in
I
jnature, while here her ruin is definitely linked with political
(
alliances . Intrigues with Assyria, Chaldea, and Egypt are
all mentioned, and as a result of these intrigues six nations
are pictured as coming against Jerusalem with military forces.
It seems clear fi?om these passages that Ezekiel’s protest
of foreign alliances is not based upon any "isolationist" poli-
tical philosophy, but that he sees the whole situation in a re-
ligious light. Israel’s one hope of peace lies in being the
''true lover of Yahweh. After Babylon has been made Yahweh ’s pu-
nitive agent, and the vassalage of the nation had been sancti-
fied by covenant, the breaking of that covenant incurred the
jiwrath of Yahweh. This is substantially the same view which we
|!found in Hosea,^"^^ Isaiah, and Jeremiah. National peace
!1
for the prophets is a blessing bestoyed upon the nation by
Yahweh, and will be removed by Him for punitive purposes, there-
fore peace can be maintained only by a policy of complete trust
in Him and by righteous living.
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CHAPTER IV. PROPHETIC IDEAS OF PEACE
The pre-exilic prophetic thought concerning peace can be
gathered around three great central ideas. The first of these
is peace as a state of well-being, giving the broadest possible
interpretation to this term. Thus this state of well-being in-
volves the wholeness of the individual or the community, harmo-
ny in communal relationships, blessing, prosperity, and secur-
ity. This, we discovered, was the essential meaning of the
term shalom .^
le discovered when examining shalom that this well-being
p
might be personal, as indicating a state of physical health,
or a state of personal blessedness and prosperity.^ The term,
however, is rarely used in this sense by our pre-exilic pro-
phets. In no case have we found it used to Indicate personal
health. The first use of it to indicate personal prosperity
and blessedness was found in Micah, when he puts the term into
4the mouth of the false prophets. Micah also used it in a per-
sonal sense to designate a harmonious relationship between the
individual and the community.'^ The only other prophet to use
peace in this sense is Jeremiah, where he tells the exiles that
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The fact that we have little reference to peace in the per-
sonal sense among the prophets is esactly what we should expect
when we recall that the prophets were primarily concerned \vith
the community and the nation. They were religious leaders, and
religion was communal and national rather than individual in the
pre-exilic period, no hint of individualism appearing until the
great Jeremiah. This fact would also lead us to expect to find
a great deal in their thought about peace as the well-being of
the community, and such is the case.
This is most apparent in their use of the term shalom .
'Without exception we find that the prophets who use this term
use it primarily to express the well-being of the community,
city, or state. Throughout prophetic thought the essential
elements of this state of communal well-being were material
prosperity, security, pnd freedom from war.
The same view of peace is disclosed in the prophetic ora-
cles which deal with war. .7a r for the prophets, we have discov-
ered, was in the same class as famine and pestilence. It is an
instrument which God uses to punish a people, and it is punitive
o
because it interrupts the blessings of national well-being.
Perhaps the passages which best revea.l the importance which
the idea of peace as national well-being had in prophetic
thought are the messianic passages. Thus in our first glimpse
of the messianic ideal, in Hosea, we found that his ideal con-
cept of peace wa,s that of a state of well-being in which
7 Ibid., pp. 29f., 55, 74.
8 Ibid., pp. Ilf., 14, 18, 4lf.
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prosperity was not marred even by beasts of prey, nor was it
broken by war, and it was characterized by a sense of security
Q
which prevailed through the land. The same ideas mark the pic-
tures of the ideal future given to us by Isaiah^*^ and Micah.^^
Zephaniah's picture of the future is essentially one of secur-
12ity and well-being. ^e find the same emphasis in Jeremiah,
who, in more somber tones, pictures the future as marked by
13
security, righteousness, and prosperity.
The emphasis upon security as a part of peace as well-
being is held by Pedersen to be a peculiar emphasis of the pro-
phets. In our study of the meaning of sha lorn we found that
it contained the idea of security, but that in old Israel this
was limited to mutual security within the community and to vic-
tory over ones enemies. In the prophets, however, we find
only one instance where security is based upon military vic-
tory. In Jeremiah we once found wa.r as horror contrasted to
17peace as security. The emphasis which the prophets make,
especially in the messianic passages, is not on victory, but on
quiet development. Perhaps the outstanding statement of this
is in Jeremiah's pronouncement of the New Covenant, where he
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their hea.rts, and sin being a thing of the past.^^ This empha-
sis upon security is one of the major contributions which the
prophets make to the thought of peace.
This leads us rather naturally to the second idea around
which the prophetic thought concerning peace centered, namely,
pea.ce as the absence of war. Any consideration of this aspect
of prophetic thought must be prefaced with the warning that we
have seen that none of the prophets question war itself. All
of them recognize it as a fitting method for the visitation of
divine wra.th. The greatest contrast between the prophets on
their attitude toward war is probably between N’ahum and
Habakkuk. Nahum represents the old nationalistic school which
rejoices in the idea that Yahweh is making Judah’s cause His
cause and is punishing the tyrant. On the other hand is
Habakkuk, who goes so far as to question the moral rectitude of
a particular war, though any attempt to generalize from this
fact would be fallacious . Even considering Habakkuk 's great
advance, we must, to be true to the facts, say that none of the
prophets question the moral rectitude of war itself.
Yet, on the other hand, to be true to the facts v/e must
also remember tha.t in only two instances do the prophets give
their explicit approval to v/ar. Jeremiah once pra.yed for war
21










prowess of two princes . Perhaps Isaiah’s theory of the in-
li p,
I;
violability of Jerusalem‘S-^ should be regarded as a tacit approv-
!i
i; al of resistance to the siege, but over against this we have
ij his distrust of military resources and of foreign alliances. 24
Ue have recognized what we have called a nascent pacifism
in the prophetic protest against trust in military power. We
I 2^ 26 2*7
;|
found such a protest made by Amos, ^ Hosea, and Isaiah.
Yet we must alv/ays remember that this protest was based in the
j
prophetic belief that war vra.s sent of Yahv/eh, and that military
I
i| resistance was futile against His divine v/ill. Peace could
Ij
|j
come only through righteous living in accordance with Yahweh's
ii will, and through full faith in Him. This is quite different
|i




Throughout we have referred to the prophetic protest
|i
i| against foreign alliances as an "isolationist policy." Fbreign
i| 28 2Q
j;
alliances were opposed by Kosea, Isaiah, ^ Jeremiah,-^ and
Ezekiel. 31 Yet, as we have constantly pointed out, in these
H
II
passages the prophets differ from the modem "isolationist," in
that their theory was not primarily political but religious.
Foreign alliances are in the main opposed because they repre-
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and because they are futile If Yahweh has decided to punish His
people. Yet we suspect that keen political as well as reli-
gious insight pi^rapted Isaiah to protest Ahaz's appeal to
Assyria and Jeremiah to protest Zedekiah's appeal to Egypt.
Nevertheless, the prophets were primarily religious leaders,
and only secondarily statesmen.
*?brthy of special mention is Jeremiah's advocacy of deser-
tion to Babylon during the siege. If this incident stood by
itself, Jeremiah could rightly be classed as a conscientious
objector, but, as we have seen, this is a misrepresentation
of our prophet. He advocated desertion only because the besie-
gers were Yahweh 's agents, and it was therefore futile to re-
sist them.
Perhaps the grea.test emphasis on Peace as the absence of
war is found in the messianic passages, but we are going to
leave these passages for later consideration, confining oursel-
ves here to the prophets ' thought concerning the world in which
they lived rather than including the ideal world of which they
dreamed. As we have said over and over again in our survey of
the prophetic material, so far as their own age v/as concerned,
the prophets looked upon war as the punishment sent by Yahweh,
It was an interruption of the peace of well-being, and could be
avoided by faithful allegiance to Yahweh and His will.
The third great idea around which prophetic thought cen-
tered was that of peace as a spiritual quality. The most
32 Ibid., p. 95.
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ij obvious use of peace in this connection was its use to designate!
I
a covenant relationship with Ck)d.5^ This usage, though funda-
mental in Shalom « finds expression only once in the prophets,
it being used in this sense by Isaiah. Closely related to
I
this usage was Ezekiel's protest against seeking an alliance
with Egypt because it was a violation of a covenant made with
Yahweh, the breaking of which would incur His punishment
.




seen in the way in which they thought of all war and all peace
!j
as directly firora Yahweh. We have continuously pointed out in
ji
Ij
this study that for the prophets war comes as Yahweh's punish-
jj
ment, the inva.ding nations being but tools in His hands, and
|(
that peace is likewise for them a blessing which Yahweh grants
when the nation faithfully follows Him.
The two great spiritual concepts around which prophetic
thought of peace gathered were the Day of Yahweh and the messi-
anic hope. The popular notion of the Day of Yahweh was that of
ij
|i a day on which Yahweh would bring peace to Israel by destroying
St
l|
her enemies. Nahum makes no mention of the Day of Yahweh, but
his belief that Yahweh is bringing peace to Judah by destroying
Assyria by war seems to be an expression of this old popular
notion that the Day of Yahweh is to be one of peace because of
the intervention of Yahweh against Israel's enemies. V/ith
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who repudiated this concept of the Day of Yahweh and made it
the day of the visitation of divine wrath upon Israel for her
37
sins. This new concept of the Day of Yahweh deepened the
spiritual significance of peace. For the prophets peace no
longer depended upon Yahweh intervening on behalf of His peo-
ple, but depended upon His people living a life of such moral
and spiritual qualities that they were worthy of the blessing
of peace.
The great spiritual ideal which developed with the pre-
exilic prophets was that of an ideal messianic state which was




Peace as absence of war found a very important place in
the messianic ideal. Thus Hosea pictures this age as one in
which swords are broken and v.ar is unknown.''^ Isaiah makes
fundamental the idea of the Messiah as the Prince of Peace, and^*
!
pictures the messianic age as one in which war implements are
|
!
converted into implements of cultivation, the political peace
i
being maintained by divine arbitration.^^ In the passages pre-l
served in Micah peace in this age is in one instance maintained
by armaments, and in another conditional upon the destruction
of armaments, but we found it impossible to attribute, with an^
degree of confidence, either of these passages to our pre-ex-
40ilic prophet. Freedom from war was essential to the picture
j
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jiof the future painted by Zephaniah. Jeremiah, the last of the
ij[pre-exilic prophets to envision an ideal future, makes no defi-
r
I'
Ijnite statement concerning the absence of war in that future, but
ji




commonwealth living under the New Covenant.
But the idea of peace in the ideal future was much larger
I
than simply freedom frcm war. As v/e have already seen, under
i
I
jour discussion of peace as centered around the idea of well-
i
(being, the peace of the messianic future \ms the fullness of
I
I
jYahweh’s blessing, special stress being laid upon righteousness,
I security, and prosperity. 43
ji
These three great ideas are not mutually exclusive, but are
libest thought of as three great foci around which prophetic
||
thought concerning peace concentrated. The fundamental contri-
' buttons of the prophets to peace were their stress on the ele-
|l




freedom from war was dependent upon right relationships to
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GOMPHEHENSIVE DIGEST OF THESIS
il The term shalom, which is the late Hebrew word usually
!l
ij translated as peace , comes f 2TC>m a root meaning ^ complete .
ij
i This same root in cognate languages found expression in words
I
Ij
meaning ^ complete . peaceful , safe , s ecu re . welfa re . rewa rd .






welfare (including blessing; ) . security , and
!;
l| covenant relationship .
I
The word shalom was not used by Amos. We found that the
ij
j
key to his thought lay in his inversion of the popular concept
i
i of the Day of Yahweh. Amos was primarily concerned with war as
I
; the punishment which Yahweh was about to bring upon His own
f land, but foreign nations did not escape Amos' pronouncements.
li
H
I! Because war was instigated by Yahweh as punishment, it was fu-
1 tile to place confidence in the ordinary methods of military
il
defense. For Amos peace was primarily a blessing which could
I
j
be obtained only by exercising social justice within the nation,
*1
|jland thus reestablishing a proper relationship with Yahweh.
ij





thinking of war as the method by which Yahweh would bring his
I*
,j
Judgment on Israel. Hosea went beyond Amos in that he concerned
j'
j himself with the foreign policy of the nation and opposed all
;|
ij foreign alliances, on the basis that they shov/ed a lack of con-
j! fidence in Yahweh. Like Amos, he saw that armied resistance was
i!
J futile against Yahweh’s judgment. If Hosea was the author of
II
I
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was, he thought of peace in that ideal state as coming through
1 disarmament and through trust in Yahweh. This peace included
|not only freedom from war, but also prosperity and security.
1
The first of the piDPhets to use shalom was Isaiah, who
1
' shov/s by his use of the term that for him peace meant not only
the absense of war, but blessing and prosperity, including fer-
itility, social Justice, and security. Like Hosea, Isaiah was
Ivery much concerned about the policy which the king was pursu-
ing. He opposed foreign alliances, and, holding that v^ar was
Yahweh 's method of punishing both Judah and foreign nations,
maintained that armed resistance to war v/as futile. Yet he
preached the Inviolability of Jerusalem when the foe was at the
gates of the city, because he did not think that Yahv/eh would
let His house be defiled. Isaiah's thought about the future
centered around two ideas, the Day of Yahweh, and the messianic
era. He Interpreted the former in the same way as did Amos, it
was to be a day on v/hich Yahweh would inflict punishment upon
His people by war. In the messianic passages, however, the out-
look is quite different, with the advent of the messianic king
war would be replaced with an ideal peace, which included poli-
tical peace based on divine arbitration, prosperity, social
Justice, and security.
Mlcah used the term shalom in the same sense in which
Isaiah used it, and in addition, once used it to indicate a
state of harmony between the individual and the community. War
for Mlcah was an interruption of the blessing of peace, and
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120
passages of the book belong to Micah, which is doubtful, he
added nothing to Isaiah's thought of peace in the messianic
era, but did stress the element of security in that pea.ce.
Vfe find the prophet Zephaniah reminding us very much of
Amos, with his empha.sis upon the Day of Yahweh and v/a r as Yah-
I weh's judgment upon Judah. As with Amos, the foreign nations
I
were also to be victims of the divine wreth. Unlike Amos, he
gives us a picture of peace in the future, though this picture
falls short of the great pictures given to us by Isaiah. It is
a picture of a poor and humble people who seek refuge in the
name of the Lord and dwell in security.











had reverted to the nationa.1 Yahweism which preceded the eighth
century prophetic movement. He saw Yahweh use war to destroy
the enemies of Isr-ael, and rejoiced in it.
There are two possible interpretations of Habakkuk. If
the oppressors of Judah are an external foe, then Habakkuk sees
the Chaldeans being raised up to punish the Assyrians, and is
practically on the same level as Nahum in his reactions. If,
as seems more probable to us, the oppressors are within the na-
tion, then Habakkuk first protests Yahweh's disregard of evil
and then protests the method of punishment, for he can see no-
thing just about the use of an unrighteous nation to punish a
more righteous one. If this be the correct view, then Habakkuk
reaches the greatest height of all the prophets, for he is the
only one to question the moral rectitude of war. It is, how-
ever, a particular war, and not war in general, that he
I
I
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Jeremiah, who used shalom more than any other prophet, used
it primarily to designate a blessing of well-being and prosper-
ity for the community, placing special emphasis upon the idea
of security. Living in especially crucial times, he was greatly
concerned about state policy. He saw both the Scythians and th€i
Chaldeans as Yahweh’s instrument to punish both Judah and the
nations. He was opposed to foreign alliances, on the ground
that they would bring the wrath of Yahweh and war rather than
peace. At the time of the siege he saw that it was futile to
resist Yahweh 's agents of punishment, and held that safety lay
in deserting to the enemy. Our knowledge of his thought con-
cerning the future rests primarily on questionable passages,
but it seems probable that for him the peace of the future was
to be one of security, righteousness, and prosperity.
Like his predecessors, Ezekiel used shalom to designate a
state of well-being and prosperity. For this prophet war was
the just punishment inflicted upon Judah by Yahweh. It is for
him in the same category as famine and pestilence, all being
methods by which Yahv/eh might, for punitive reasons, violate
the peace of well-being. Foreign alliances are opposed on the
grounds tha.t they violate the true love relationship which
ought to exist between Yahweh and Judah.
Pre-exilic prophetic thought concerning peace centered
around three great ideas: peace as the well-being of the com-
|
!
munity, peace as absence of war, and peace as a spiritual qual-
ity. These ideas are not mutually exclusive, but are three
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,
89gB083q eXcfanoiXRSt/o no yll-i amlnq B^ae'i ©nuXu^ sxfX gnlrnoo
ex!W enuXul lo ©o^sq oriX inirf toI ^srict ©Xd^cfcrcq Bmses J-I Xud
. ytf Xneqao'jq bna ^eesneuGO^riglt ,yiituo©a jO ©no ecf oX
B ©c^snaXaeB rnolaxia tseu i9X.7^9.'53 , a'lcaasoebenq bM ©3(XJ
^
RBW nB’.Y '^©dqciq eirfif dcf^ .yXin©qeo*tq 6ns ^niscf-XXow qo ©^s^e
noq aX il .riowdsY ycf rlsBuL noqu B©iJoXXlnX iaemtlB cteuX
an ed XX a .©oneXt^aeq Bne ©nlcrsq e« ynoa^ttso ©ame ©rftf nX mlrf.
•
oXsXoXt ,BnoBB©'i ©vx^int/q no^ »XdaXffl fl3wrf«Y doXilw yd Bbori^sm
©dx no beaoqqo ©'is aeonsXIIs naXeno'? .gnXecf-XXew to eoB©q ©rfX
doXdw qXrianoX^sXen ©vol ©trtX ©dit ©^rIoXv yedX Xsrf^ efcnuons
•r
.dB&uL Bfis dev^i'fjRY n©©w^9d +aXx© oct ^fdgc/c
Ben9d-n©o eosaq .snXmeonoo ^ffgucd^ oXXedqonq oXlXx©-©n^
-fsco ©rfX '10 afrXorf-IIew ©rfd an ©o 5©q :sb©M Xseta ©endl bncj^ns;
•*
-
-X-sUD SBu:ftiiqr\ e a-e ©osec Bn'i ,nBW >6 ©oneeds as ©oneq ,yJ-XrfUflj^
Q9nd^ ©nB lud ,9\*X3ulqx© yXX^u.JUii; Jon ©qs a^bX ©ceriT .y.rX
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j
foci around which prophetic thought concerning peace shaped it-
I
self. The fundamental contributions of the prophets to peace
were to stress the element of security in peace as well-being,
to show that peace as freedom from war was dependent upon right
relationships with Yahweh, and to introduce the great spiritual
ideal of messianic peace.
I
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